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Going Wbst—11.46
Going East—6.30 a

j

a.

and

spends his summers
charge of the

accompanied by

as

a

trained

nurse.

He

improving. His mother, Mrs.
M. Foster, w’bo has been in Montreal with her daughter, Mrs. John Hardwick, arrived home Sunday noon.

*3.45, *5 and *9 p
3.46 aDd 5.45 p m.

m.

hour before mail closes.

stock,

of which

nothing is paid in. OffiPresident, A. C. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth; treasurer, K. E. Hagerthy, of Sedg-

cers:

wick.

Eva

Leighton spent Sunday

W.

Joseph Russell Jarvis, born in Ellsin Bangor with her parents.
worth Nov. 9,1837, died at his home near
John Munroe is at home from Boston Cobden, III., July 8.
Mr. Jarvis was
for a vacation of two weeks.
the son of the late Commodore Joseph R.
Edward W. Austin is at home from and Mary P. Otis Jarvis. He moved to
Ulinois in 1856, and engaged in the hardDover, N. H., for a vacation.

r—

Civil

Small Accounts Encouraged

You do not need to have

small deposits in any way
resources, and can do this
method just as effectively as
Write for particulars.
if you banked with us in person.

The

DgJCTtH

OIDTOWN, MAUIIA5

church will

parlors

relieving

new

import

just what yon want.
After no «m»aU amount of effort
nr»
high-grade china at a medium
We

are

making special

prices

low

will intt reat every purchaser.
Look for oar name on every

part,

have aecured

we

some

silver

and cut glass which

we

strictly

are

sure

article; it

on

Lillies’,

=

DON'T
El.

Mary

MISS

MOORE.

THIS

...

MONEY
On Improved. Productive Red Elide:

to
oo

SALE

tad Other Boads of

C. C. BURRILL | SON,

Ellsworth),

at 5.30.

LOAN
and ascertained strength.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

CIRONE’S HOTEL

operation on Mrs. Lynyesterday morqing.

meeting of the members of the Moore
be held at Mrs.
John Frazier’s Saturday evening, July 28.

requested

to be

present, especially

officers.
Mrs. James Hamilton, who has been
living in Boston, arrived yesterday. She

spend the summer at her home here.
was accompanied by Mrs. Milton Mc-

Single Meals,

c. r. cirone.

Win.

O.

PODGE,

electrician
d*ai.kb

nr

Electrical Supplies aud
ELL8WOHTH,

Fixtures

MAINE

Proprietor.

Public Auto
TO LET by the day

P. W. ALLEY’S

or

hour.

Livery Stable,

Franklin st„ Ellsworth.

Tel. 61-5

Robert Dow, an employee at
Morang garage in Ellsw orth, and Mias
Laura Augusta Whitmore, were married
last Wednesday evening at the home of
the bride’s parents, Richard A. Whitmore
and wife, in Verona. Rev. William Forsyth, of Bucksport, officiated. Mr. Dow
Norman

the

TO

CELEBRATE

on

in

Ellsworth,

and made

years ago, and after receiving her
remained with that hospital, beone

of its most trusted

nurses.

Plans for Two

Days* Program.
proposition appropriately to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Ellsworth
has been taken up by committees willing
The

urer;

visitor

Established 1873.

ANNIVERSARY.

Committees Work

to

put in the hard work necessary, and a
tentative program for a celebration of two

days—Thursday

men

and

Friday, Aug. 21

and

committees, one composed
ladies, as follows:
Haines, chairman; William Flana-

There
of

are

and

Roy C.

two

one

of

secretary; Walter M. Allen, treasMayor J. A. Cunningham, Royal J.
Goodwin, Qrrin Clement, E. F. Robinson,
gan,

jr.,

Owen H.

Treworgy, Harold H. Hooper,
Fred D. Fields, Bryant E. Moore, Philip
Mason, Percival Wescott, Frank J. Dun-

leavy, Lawrence Bresnahan.
Meadames J. A. Peters, H. M. Hall,
Margaret Drummey, L. F. Giles, Charles
W. Joy, H. E. Vose, Misses Agnes A. Lord,
Mabel Lord, Catherine Hurley, Christina

Doyle

and Hazel Giles.

The program for the first day contemplates anniversary exercises at Hancock
hall at 2 p. m., at which ex-Senator Hale
has been asked to

city

of Ellsworth has received word

preside.

An address

by

city

aud the railroad

com-

illuminated parade and concert and
evening. It is hoped to have
the hand-tub Watch City, of Waltham,
Mass., here for a contest with her oldtime rival, Ticonic; also Lubec engine.
an

ball in the

—-■

built, given
upon

a

free ride.

of the tent

was

further before

stopping, he eould not have
crushed to death.
Several of the wooden horses were beheaded and otherwise broken, and the
tent was badly damaged.

escaped being

ELLSWORTH TEACHERS.
List

Those So Ear Elected
Next School Year.

of

for

There will be several
in the Ellsworth

changes in teachschools next year.
Following is a list of those so far elected:
Lakewood, Howard G. Moore.
School street, Ella M. Jude, Alice M.
Mullan.
Pine street, Mary H. Black, Margaret

ers

Drummey.

street, Bernice J. Macomber.
Water street, Ida M. Povich.
Morrison, Madeiine Moone.
Surry road, Nellie M. Treworgy.
Infant street, Winifred Lord.
North Ellsworth, Ruth G. Maddocks.
Nicolin, Marcia Bellatty.
Branch pond, Hazel Cowing.
West Ellsworth, Adelia W. Barron.
Beechland, Wesley Moore.
West side, Mary A. Gaynor, Annie
Ruth Fields.
Ellsworth Falls, Sylvia C.
Hurley,
Olive W. Davis.
High school, Howard A.
McLellan,
State

principal;

Pearl

Mitton,

second

assistant,

N. Drummey, third assistant.
The sub-master for the high school, and
the teacher for the Bayside school have
not yet been elected.
Frances

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Forrest Moore
Harbor Sunday.

was

at

home from

Bar

Carter, of West Ellsworth, is workEmery Maddocks.
The embroidery club met with Mrs.
Louise and Mrs. Bernice Moore]
Tuesday.
Mrs. Abiah Nason and daughter, Susan
Ira

ing

for

Garland, have returned
visit in Bangor.

from

a

week’s

■■

Accident at Merry-go-round.
Several children narrowly escaped serious injury in an accident at the
merry-goround last evening.
The machine was being started up for
the evening, shortly before 7 o’clock, and
a dozen or fifteen
children were being
One of the

guy-ropes
when it

being tightened,

Marjorie Richardson and Gilman, little
of Mrs. Gilley Bickford, are ill of

son

German measles.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday. July 23, 5.30 p. m.,
Methodist church parlors
Supper,
—

at
16

cents.

city government. There has been con- was allowed to slacken for a moment and
COUNTY.
siderable correspondence on this matter caught one of the wooden horses.
between the railroad company and the
Tuesday, July 29
Hancock
county
Fortunately the machine had just been
Unitarian conference at Winter Harbor.
present city government, and while the slowed down to allow a
boy to jump on,
railroad company admits no liability, it
and
FAIR
was
DATES.
has offered to furnish the gravel tree at
running very slowly when the
the side of the road if the city will spread accident happened.
The promptness of
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
it. The offer will be accepted.
3
and
the
4—Bluehill
fair.
George Swett,
engineer, in shutting off Sept. 2,
the power, also prevented more serious
Wednesday, Sept. 24
Narramissic
the

—

MOUTH OF THE KIVRR.

Miss Sadie St rout, of Ellsworth, spent
with Miss Mildred Fullerton.

Sunday

Mrs. Herbert look and children, of
Massachusetts, are at the Look homestead
for the

Corner Main ami Hancock Streets,

dining-room;

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

frequent

between the

with Mrs. Clark.

is obtained from bread, when it is good
Mrs. H. C. Hatheway returned yesterbread. We bake the best ever. It is a
ME.
day, after spending the past eight months
ELLSWORTH,
generous loaf that we offer you, fresh and j
crisp and crusty, and fine in taste and in Germany. Mrs. Hathaway spent about
( all in
half the time in Heidelberg, with a sister,
and inspect our kitchen and quality.
and the remainder in Dresden. Her many
cleanliness is our pride.
Makes Muscle
It
"e
friends here are glad to see her again.
serve only the highest grade of
for the athlete and brawn for the workingJ. W.Tatley who, with his family, has
meats.
It digests easily for the man who
man.
cannot take exercise and builds up chil- been spending some weeks at “Seaside”,
35c
dren. Trv it next time. The Sanitary the summer home at Contention cove, left
fine rooms by day or week.
Bakery. Your business is appreciated.
Monday for Montreal. Mrs. Tatley and
the children will remain for several weeks
A. Holz,
Phone 61-2.
as the guests of her parents, Col. and Mrs.
C. C. Burrill.

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

22, has been announced.

pany at the time the railroad was
that liability evidently devolving

upon his pastorate there.
Mrs. L. F. Higgins, Mrs. Henry Dorgan and M iss Ivy Clark were guests of Mrs.
Miss
Osmond Clark at Surry Friday.
Elvira Austin, of Boston, is spending the
summer

poor.”
Start a Savings Account Nowand Let the Interest Help You.

Ellsworth were pained to
learn of the death of Miss Evelyn S. Hunt,
which occurred last Wednesday at the
Roosevelt hospital, New York, following
an operation.
Miss Hunt was a daughter
of the late Abel Hunt, of Bangor, and a
sister of Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, of East
Orange, N. J., a former pastor of the Ellsworth Unitarian church.
During her
brother’s pastorate here, Miss Hunt was a

The

pastor of the Congregational church at
Enfield, Conn., has accepted a call to the
church at Chicopee, Mass., and entered

STRENGTH

The

union service.

from officials of the Maine Central railroad that the company will furnish gravel
for Spring street, which runs alongside
the railroad from Main street to Birch
avenue, and also repair culverts across the
street. This street has long been in bad
condition, and the impression has prevailed in Ellsworth that it was the duty
of the railroad to keep it in repair. No
such liability for maintaining the street
is shown in the records of the negotiations

A

are

“Look most to your spending.
No matter how
comes in, if more goes out,
you will always be

much

afternoon;

reunion association will

All

Union Trust Company of Ellsworth, Me.

necessity for more room and more some former resident X>t
Ellsworth, an
is becoming urgent.
Mr. Norhistorical sketch by Miss M. A. Greely
mandy has already interested some out- and a
poem by Miss Doris Halman will be
side capital, and could secure more if the
I features of the exercises.
factory show*ed a larger investment of
This will be followed by an historilocal capital.
The people of Ellsworth
cal pageant on the library lawn, to ingenerally especially those having an in- clude a court scene and dances. There will
terest in the factory, are invited by Mr.
be a reception aDd ball in the evening.
Normandy and by Superintendent Russell
The program for the second day proto visit the factory. It will surprise most
vides for minor sports and an historical
of them to see the quantity and quality of
the work now being turned out by the and firemen’s parade in the forenoon; a
small force employed. There is evidently hose race, automobile parade, w'ater sports
the nucleus here for a large industry.
and hand-tub contest in the

street.

!

1

hands

as

...

C. T. U.

The

Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
Marion are occupying Dr. Percy Bartlett’s
camp at Molasses pond for some w'eeks.
Miss Henrietta Lowell, of Hyde Park,
Mass., is their guest.
Rev. D. L. Yale, who recently resigned

HP. CARTER.
3* Main
Ellsworth
St.,

a

She is survived

were

serious

a

IJ3]
[j=i
j=£j

here

and wife.

coming

Pherson.

8 Bars Lenox Soap, 25c

be

church

diploma,

Albert Stewart and Mrs. Sadie M.
Cousins, both of Ellsworth, were married
at the Methodist parsonage yesterday by
Rev. T. 8. Ross. They will reside on High

She

Saturdays

Baptist

are

some

Simmons, of Baugor, and McDonKnowiton, of Ellsworth, per-

formed

will

$3.50 Shoes on

Sunday

here

many friends here. Miss Hunt entered
the training school of Roosevelt hospital

wood E. Treadwell

IN/!®.

50c Discount
on

supper at the church

ald and

SALE:.

Collateral end Commercial Piper.

approved legality

Drs.

a convenient bank
for the people of Hancock and
Our directors are
interested in the affairs of these counties. Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. As our busine«s increases every year, it 1b proof sufficient of the
satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become one.

national

Friends in

chaperons.
Next Sunday, in^the Methodist church,
at 10.30; subject, “Christian Virtues and
Uuion service in the
their Potency.”
evening at the Baptist church.

All
at H price.
this season’s styles

Also dealers in

Manicipal

Joy

yesterday

Holmes

1A

This is

Washington counties to do business with.

men

for Rev.

cordially invited. Mrs. Livingston
will be the guest while here of Arthur W.

of her friends at “The Birches” last Saturday. Mrs. Joseph Salisbury and Miss

ME.

TTO
I

A

service will

protective capital for depositors of over f300,000 with reof over fl,603,000 provides both safety and service of the

highest standard.

of Ban-

by her mother and three
brothers, all now* residing at East Qjange.
side of Lake Leonard.
The factory of the Mutual Shoemakers
Mrs. Minnie A. Leighton announces the of Ellsworth is
busy to its capacity, with
of
her
daughter Mary Agnes orders ahead for many months. Many of
engagement
to Neil Donald Walker, of Bar Harbor, these are
repeat orders. The factory is
formerly of Vinalhaven.
right up to the proposition of increased
Miss Gertrude Dorgan entertained a few capacity, which means increased capital.

quality.

DOWN

Misses’

and Children’s
a.

All

Scott, of Southwest Harbor, has
E. P. Lord, of Ellsworth Falls,
nearly eight acres of field land on the west

E. F. Robinson Co.
ELLSWORTH,

church
the

a

regiafter

Soon

Livingston,

interest of the W.

evening

James H.

Agents for Victor Talking Machines.

HARK

in the

sold to

assure*

evening’ at

IT COMPANY of Ellsworth with

sources

and

Baptist

the

in the

Mrs. Carolyn F. Jelly, of Wakefield,
Mass., arrived in Ellsworth Thursday on
her annual visit.
She is the guest of
Mrs. H. W. Duun.

price.
on

Illinois

1865.

morning; at Surry in the afternoon, and

Mrs. C. S. Bradgon, of Brockton, Mass.,
with daughter Margaret and son Charles,
is visiting her parents, E. F. ltobinson and
wife.

will rind

on our

at

Higgins and daughter Doris
for their annual visit
with her parents, J. P. Southard and wife.

week, among which you

order* of china this

serve

evening, beginning

H

organizer of the Woman’s
Christian temperance union.
Her husband is pastor of the Columbia street
Baptist church, Bangor. She will speak
lecturer

Mrs. L. VV.

arrived

CUT GLASS OR SILVER
are

this

<v.nox

bank

outbreak of the

an

gor, who will supply the pulpit
P. A. A. Killam July 27, is a

days’ fair the second week in October.
Arrangements are now being made.
The Calendar society of the Methodist

Wedding Gift Problem
Made Easy

until

a

*100,000
Surplus and Profits,
*100,000
Stockholders’ Liabilities, *100,000

life.

Mtb. Debaorh

Bonsey and wife, of Boston,
arrived this morning fora visit with his
father, P. H. Bonsey.
J. S. Donovan has had a new plate-glass
front put in his building on Main street,
occupied by him as a restaurant.
Miss Ivy Clark, who has been visiting
relatives in Ellsworth and vicinity, left
for her borne in California to-day.
The Methodist society will hold a two-

THE WEDDING GIFT MOST APPROPRIATE IS OF CHINA,

We

his

Charles

|

[Si
a

selecting

...

engaged in business for two
years in Chicago, returning from there to
his farm, w’here he spent the remainder of

The local union of the W. C. T. U. will
Baptist p&rlor Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock.

l|Li

The UNi

he

Later

meet at the

EASTERN TRUST tt BANKING COMPANY
BANGOR ML

of New

cation.

especially glad to aid
possible in developing their
through our by-matl banking

pu

bis return from the war, he moved to
Cobden, and engaged in fruit-farming.

York, is the
guest of W. H. Titus and wife for his va-

\Ye are

1--

Killam is

Roy 8. Warner,

large account,with this bank in
order to enjoy the privileges it confers.
a

he enlisted in

w’ar

ment and served

spending this
week of his vacation in Nova Scotia.
A.

At the

business.

ware

Mrs. Thomas S. Bridges is in Bangor
iiampdeD for a few days.

and

Rev. P. A.

Tlie only two factors worth considering in
for the transaction ojE your business.

now

Certificate of incorporation has been
office of the secretary of state,
of the Bluebill Spring WTater Co., organized at Ellsworth, for the purpose of dealing in spring w’aters, and to improve and
operate their source, with $50,000 capital

•Daily, Sunday included. 5Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
Miaa

Safety-Service

I

[j={

filed at the

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

an

churches,

Rev.

Austin

POSTOPPICB

m:

m;

tarian

is

POSTOPPICB.

Fbom W’bst—*6.66, *11.16 a ro; 4.21, 56.18 p tn.
Prom East— 12.24, 5.35 and 11.07 p m; Sunday
at 10.07 p. ro.

BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

a. m.

w

effect June 23, 1913.

MAIL CLOSBS AT

service at

at 10.30

Herbert
Foster arrived home from
Boston Sunday, ill of bilious fever. He

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

a

few’ years ago.

at Lamoine, where he is in
union church.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

No. 30.

(

ilorttitementg.

the Unitarian church
D. M. Wilson, of Kennebunk, will preach. Mr. Wilson is vicepresident of the Maine conference of Uni-

Tracy.

Assessors.
Position wanted.
E P Robinson Co—Victor Talking Machines.
Shaw Business College.
Primary Ballot.
For sale—Second-hand pianos.
Century Boot Shop.
A K Moore—Dry goods.
William C Dodge—Electrician.

it if It’s In the bank instead of In

You’re money ahead and leave worry behind when you have
checking account at the

E

I "JXE

sou of Capt. Willard G. Dow and
wife, of Verona. He came to Ellsworth

Sunday

Steamship Co.

Bankrupt notice—Herbert
Board of State

Don’t run around paying your bills In currency when you can
just as well send a check.
No trouble about making change when you pay by check.
N'o dispute can ever arise alxmt a payment made by check. The
bank, after cashing It, hands it back to you, making an Indisputable receipt.
No danger of losing money, or being robbed of it when you put
it in the bank and pay by check.
Less

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

1913.

!

summer.

George Murch, wife and daughter FlorLynn, Mass., are visiting Mr.

ence, of

Murcb’s aunt, Mrs. Delia Whitmore.
Mrs. George Dodge and little son, Ernest
Stanley, spent last week at Seawall, visiting her parentB, J. S. Doliiver and wife.
William Higgins, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday here, the guest of Mrs. Mary
Betts, who has recently returned from
Dedham, Mass.

grange fair at Orland.

consequences.
As it was, the

machine travelled only
about thirty feet under its own momentum, tearing to sbreads one section of the
tent, and scattering children in all directions.

The cries of children, more frightened
than hurt, added to the general
confusion,
and for a few moments it looked like a
serious accident. All escaped with no
more serious
injuries than bruises and
scratches. One boy was in such a
position
that if the machine had gone a few' feet

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept.

24 and

25—North Ellsworth fair.

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Aug. 16—Salisbury family
point, Otis.

at

Salisbury’s

Crushed ribbons should not be
ironed;
it makes them shiny. Dampen them and
then fold them
and
smoothly
around

a

This will

rolling pin
light

remove

nothing for bad

creases

tightly

empty bottle.
There is
but to iron them.

or

creases.

a&6rrti»*mnu».

Ailhur Hodgkins and wife, of Waltham,
Mass., after spending two weeks with
Mrs. Hodgkins’ parents, Fred Milliken
and wife, returned home last week.
Francis H. Murch, who has had employhotel, Calais, leaves
this week to work at the
hotel at
Machias, as the former hotel has been
•old.

BANGOR

ment at the St. Croix

1

AUGUSTA *

haJ t***”
t« • successful
career in
__on
{h® f0**1
reasonable
to suppose it can do for you.
F. L.

PORTLAND

ot tw» School together with the
help
“dj'-'w'phy
“«naCo;r*e*
of starting thousands of young Men and

SHAW, President. Portland. Maine.

the Business World. What it has done for
Write for Free Catalog.
G. D.

of iu
Wmm

otAerl??!!
U **

HARDEN. Treasurer. Bangor.

fHutual

EDITED »T **4U»T

Its Motto:

i
Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
I
Beginning July 27, 1913.
essentials at home
Acta xv,
Information
Rev Sherman H. Doyle,

Topic.—Missionary
and abroad.
12-IS. Edited
D. D

—

1.

by

The Christian church was facing a
serious crisis at this period of Us his
A question had arisen in the
tory.
as to the necessity
of gentiles observing the rites of the
After “no small disseu
Mosaic law.
•ion and disputation” Paul and B.trun
bas, who opposed the Judalzitig of gentiles, with others, were sent to .lerusa
lem to lay the question before the

church at Antioch

church.
This

Communication* will be subject to approval
rejection by the ed tor of ihe column, but none
will oe rejected without eood rea-on. Addna*
or

all communication*

A

the Gentiles by them.”
Thus missionary information saved
the church in the midst of a great cri
ais. and it has done so more than once
Bicce. Wto, then, can doubt its value
among

uas

lue

ap-

probation of the Scriptures. The top
leal reference gives ns one example,
After their first
great missionary journey Paul and
Barnabas returned to Antioch, whence
they bad started. “And when they
and had gathered the
were
come
church together they rehearsed all that
God had done with them and bow He
had opened ttie door of faith to the
Gentiles." Such a rehearsal could not
but infuse the church with new zeal
and enthusiasm in the cause of mis
■ions.
The same is true today. The church
to be kept interested in missions must
have information upon the subject
For this reason the missionaries report
to the churches through their various
boards of home and foreign missions.
Books are written upon the subject of
missions, and periodicals in the inter
eats of missions are published.
Missionary luformaliou destroys In
difference to missionary work.
Ignorance is the supreme cause of lack of
Interest in the great work of saving
the world
Many speak contemptuously of missions because they do not
know the facts.
This is inexcusable today. Information can be easily obtained. It can be
found In all religious papers and many
secular ones. There are intensely interesting missionary books and biographies everywhere. Sermons are preached upon the subjects, and returned
missionaries can be heard at gome
time in almost every community,
if
our interest in missions is lagging tbe
best way to renew it is through information.
but there

are

others.

BIBLE

READINGS.

MatL x. 5-8; Mark vt 30: Lake
lx. 10; Acts L 8; vtii. 14-25; lx.
23-31: XV, 4; II Cor. vti. 6, 7.
13-16;'Gal. U, 1-10; I Tbess. L 1-8.

rth.

Me.

KEEP-

J

a

__

Dear M. B. Friend*:
We frequently see a brief poem or a bit of
comprehensive prose with tbeititle: “My
Creed.’* The thought suggested is always
a helpful one; always a hopefuLone.
Not
many years ago the word “creed” stood
principally for the embodiment of the

so

denomination or church.
%For the moat part these creeds were inelastic and many of them difficult to comprehend. These later creeds have origidoctrines of each

nated

from

the

modern

the “brotherhood of
of

the gospel of good-will

History reveals
{mat generations.

still.
of

conception

man”.

seeking

of

is

working

new’

2lmong

the inconsistencies
Our
in

forefathers,

which to

wor-

God

East Hold ex. Me-

July 14. 1918.

How many of the M. B. sisters put up green
stuff for winter use* '’I have bad dandy luck
for two years and intend to do more this year.
The corn is so much better than what you buy
1 know you will ail be interested to know
that Auut Maria's hand is gaining fast.
1
made her a long call yesterday and enjoyed
every minute I was there; uigbt came ail too,
soon.

Enclosed is a recipe for lemon pie that I
think you will like; and if this letter doesn't
find the waste basket I will come again to help
fill the column. Yours for good health and
cheer.
Law.

Sympathy.
One of the charming characteristics
of childhood Is a certain delicacy and
We are indeed glad to welcome a new
tenderness of sympathy. An Instance niece, and it is
very nice of you to report
is furnished by a littie story that A. Aunt Maria's
condition, and also nice to

Grangers.

and

1

reason.

Friday, Aug.
Hancock

22-Field

day meeting of

county Pomona grange at Blue-

hill mineral

The Congregational aid society will hold
its annual mid-summer sale Wednesday,
Aug. 6, at Masonic ball commencing at
10 a. m. A fine program has been prepared
for the evening entertainment.

springs.

ALAMOOSOOK. HAST ORLAN'D, *i09.
Alarnoosook grange held a regular meet-

gaeaia ol Mrs. Snyder.
C-.pt. Ed. Head came here Thursday
from Seal Cove, with a party 0(
Among them were Mr*. Angie p,.«er_
Hrm*t McLean end Mr*.
McLean, »bo
oiled on her friend* during
Mr McLean ia cily solicitor at
Angu»t*

Hattie Benson, k ith child, is visiting at
is makings name
fo* himself in literature, having written a
valuable series of articles on tbe early history of Texas and has also a good position
on a Texan newspaper.
Mrs. J. A. Freeman, w ho has been seriously ill since her return from the Maine

tbe'sta*

Jo,'•,9•_Chip*.
/ WEST BROOliSVILLE.
William Smith and *ou Winnie
•pending the
bouse.

early part of June,
is now steadily improving.
Mist Ida Norwood, a trained nurse, has been assisting
tbe

be

who is able to

out

on

at

Henry Trundy’a.

Mra. Smith and daughters, of Fall River,
Mass., arrived st Frank Stewart’* fcjetur-

d«y.

,

Airs. J. E. Bennett and Mrs. A. J. Benwere guests of
Edgar Bobbins and

nett

wife

Saturday.

twenty Iona ol new bay from their field*
into their barns.

Rev. Frederick Culmer and wife were
guests of Rufus Trundy and w ife* Thursday and Friday.

1

ing July 19, but on account of stormy
weather during the day, only twelve were
present. The literary program consisted
of readings by the worthy master, overseer and chaplain pro fem.
The sevenccnt sociable held Wednesday evening was
successful socially and financially.

OKLANO.
The owner* of ^cottages at
Alamoosoog,
about twenty-five in number, have It
an anaociation.
The association ha* bad
the dam turned over to them by Mr
Shaw,
and it will be repaired et once. The comwill
build
a
new
pel*)
tl»b«ray in tbe darn.
The officers elected by tbe association are:
President, Joseph P. Patterson; iwcrtiary
and treasurer, John M. Vogel!.

jiarenia.

rmed'

Alisa Abble Estelle, of Providence, R. I.,
has spent a few weeks at “Pleasant
A’alley farm", returned Thursday.

who

The quotations below gtv« the range of
prices in Ellsworth:
Country Frotfut*.

Matter.

Creamery per *.
Ml*.
fresh laid, per dot...
Petitt;.

Hrv. D. M.

rowl..»|35
Chlcktoe

Mr t*blea.
Potatoes, pk.

15
KarlUbe*, bunch
W
Tomatoes, lb,
10*15
hear Cabbage, lb,
06
Buncb beeta,
IS
New potatoes, pk. U
Green peas, pk,
kb

_

panion.
No Evidence.
me that fellow Whiggle*
U a man of letters,” said Joram.
"T've heard to,” said Rnlppe, the
tailor, “but 1 can hardly believe It I’ve
written to him ten times about a little
bill be owes me. and nary a letter can
I get out of him."-Harper’a Weekly.

"They tell

Describing It
“How do you like this chowder, Mr.
Btarboarder?” asked tbe landlady.
“It la cold, but not clammy,” replied
Mr Btarboarder.— Philadelphia Record.

—

I

General ideas and great conceit are
a fair way to cause terrible
mischief —Goethe.

always In

Oranges, doa

summer.

Boynton

and

recent

guests of

Granulated,
Yellow, C
Powdered.
Molasses, gal,

daughter,

July 21.

Mies

Katherine,

*
Bite, per *.
92i
dS
Ciacktd wheal.
M
Oatmeal. per ?■
*
&
Buckwheat, pkg
to**!
t*(jM Graham.
W .id
Itytt live meal.
Gran meal. *
054 Oil —per gal
to
w4
Linseed.
11
10
Kerosene.
85 *60
—

and

Halibut.
Haddock.
Balmon, lb,
Bwordftsb, lb,
Blueflsh.lb,

MARLBORO.

Ham. per *
shoulder.
Bacon.
Bait.
Lard

»*

10 #36
Fresh

Mrs. Agnes Stanley, who haa bean visiting her sister, Mrs. C. L. Katey, has returned to her home in Waltham, Maas.

15
•*

Chop.

#30
15 #14

Lamb,

K. H.

Provisions.

a

summer.

_

5

Pork.*:

Veal.
Bleak.
Roasts,
Lamb:

will

'd
*

JOVinegar, gal

25 #45
H»*Ju
lo#15

Corned,

Mrs. Blanche Butterfield, of Biddeford,
F. Hutchings' house, near
the achooibouee, and, w ttb Madam Butter-

«•

It
«

Groceries.

.Hears
Beef.*:
B’.eak.
Roasts.

Cheater

wife.

be here for tbe

4

a*
i»

Tea—per *—
Japan.
Oolong,
Bugar—per fc—

has rented W.
field and

45 #75 Lemons, dor,
17 Pineapples.
1C *11
Water out ions,
15
qt,

Rio.
Mocha,
Java.

Hodgkins’.
Samuel Harding, of Trinidad, Port of
Spain, and William Harding, of Uott’a
were

Bqussb, lb***,.

bs,

Coffee—per 5

Mrs. Augusta Bartlett, Mrs. Elia lamed,
Leroy Freeby and » lit, and Misses Lottie
and Villa Lamed are visiting at F. L.

Island,

Cucumbers. each..' *
Bermuda on iun*.4
:o
Lettuce, head.
Asparagus, buncb, £
:s
Bunch carrots,
Htiicg bean*, qt. :c#J2

Frail.

Albert Demling end wife, of Medford,
Mass., are with Mrs. Demltng’s parents,
Nathan Boynton and wife.

Fish.
4

12#75 Cod.
05 Clams, qt,
25 *55 Mackerel, lb.
20 Rea trout, lb,
» Shad, lb,

Floor, Groin

nod

U

Feed.

Oats, bo
Floor—per bbl—
6 00#4 SO Shorts—bag
called to Bar Corn, 100*
147 Ml* feed, bag 1 5t«i *5
bag
50 4! W
Harbor last Sunday by the illness of her ; Corn meal.bag
1 47 Middliogs.bg
Cracked corn.
1 47
husband, who is visiting bis brother Tilden.
LAW ABO* am SO WBIUHTS AMD XIAIC1MMrs.

G. W. Bowden

was

1

Walter

Thompson, wife and friends,
spent the past month here, returned Saturday to their home in Waltham, Mass.
who bave

Charles Baxter, Mias Graoe Baxter, Mrs
Sturgis and children are occupying tbe
A. B. Lorimer cottage. Mr. Baxter expect! to begin building a cottage early In
August, on land that be purchased of
C. P. Hodgkins.
July 21.
Ark.

chest”—Exchange.
Cautious Hiram.
Two farmers met In a certain town
a day or two after a cyclone had visited that particular neighborhood.
“She shook things up pretty bad out
at my place." said one, stroking his
whiskers meditatively. “By the way,
Ht" he added. ’That new barn o’ yourn
get hurt any?”
“Waal,” drawled the other, “I dunno.
1 hain’t found it yet”—Youth’* Com-

Wilson will preach next
church at 3 p. m.

tbe union

Mr»«> rrrit«

the

-si:
_u

Ixtoee. .1C # 12
Baled....
;j

Bernard Koae and Sumner Foster bave

HI* Own Medicine.
A medical practitioner on board an
American liner administered rather
freely sea water among the patients
No matter what their
who were 111.
ailments were, a ilose of the briny
Quid was quickly handed to them, and
they were told to drink It up. One
morning the pbyalclan fell overboard,
which ceueed quite a consternation
The captain
among the [isaseugera.
came on the scene and Inquired the
cause.
“Ob. Ifa nothing, air." answered one of the sailors, “only the doctor
has fallen Into his own medicine

—

.....

Bert loose, per ion.
;j
Baled..:•>
Stns.

joined their families here for two weeks.
Cantaloupe,
Capt. Edward Hodgkins and family are Blueberries,
tbe
homestead
for
Hodgkins
occupying

“Do you know what he did?”
Some one ventured a guess
“Not at all,” resumed M. Constant.
“M. Loubet signed me a receipt for
the sum without even opening the safe
to see if It was there.”—Philadelphia
Press.

J. Swinburne tells in his "Memories bear her hand is
getting better. Of course
NORTH DEER ISLE.
of a School Inspector."
I am going to try
you will come again.
Capt. Grover Small left for New York
A young curate in Lancashire who,
your recipe for lemon pie within a day or
although too well bred to boast, was two. 1 use a great many of the recipes last Friday.
conscious of the world of difference he sent in
Mra. H. M. Hodgkins, of Goshen, Conn.,
by the nieces; never a week that I
was effecting in a parish that had sufis visiting st Mrs. Collins Powers’.
do not use some.
fered from the slackness of a rector
Misses Lou tnd Rachel Carlton, of Camof the old school, once asked his catebridge, Mass., are at Mrs. Mabel Holden's.
RECIPES.
cliism class:
Arrivals at F. £. Hardy's the past week
Blueberry Muffins
Cream one“Tell me one of the people who wrote
fourth cup butter and gradually add one- are E. F. Lowry and wife, of Jamaica
the Bible.”
third cup sugar, while heating constantly, Plain, Mass.; H. Lewis snd wife, of Roz“Master Heyes,” answered the class,
of Jamaica
add one egg well
beaten, mix and lift bury, Mass.; Miss Lillian Read,
the
former
recunhesitatingly naming
two and one-third cape pastry flour (once Plain, Mass., and George Bullard, of Dortor.
sifted), four level teaspoons baking pow- chester, Mass.
Even the curate’s Iron self control
Mrs. Chester Thorn, of Greenport. N. Y.,
der, one-half teaspoon salt; add this altercould not prevent a shadow of disapnately with one cup milk to first mixture. Mrs. Dow Kumery, of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
over
from
his
face.
pointment
passing
Mix one cup blueberries with one-third ! fnd two daughters, Mrs. John M. Brockie
After all bis work so fruitful In results
cup flour and add. Bake in buttered gem snd three children, of New York, snd
—that they should be as Ignorant aa
pans.— Woman s Home Companion.
Emery Haskell are at the old homestead.
that!
Lemon Pie—One cup sugar, yolks of It has been twenty-seven years^since Mrs.
But, although the little girl just In
Rumery was here.
front of him was not more than five, two eggs, two heaping tablespoons of ]
H.
July 21.
rind and. juice from one
flour,
grated
her eye. keen as a robin's, had read his
butter size of walnut; cream tolemon,
thoughts, and her tiny voice whispered:
WEST SURRY.
gether and slowly add one cup of milk.
“Please, sir. you 'elped ’im.”
Mrs. Phebe A. Saunders, who suffered a
Beat toe whites of eggs to stiff froth and
stir in very lightly.
Put in plate with one shock some time ago, is able to walk out.
Before the Daye of Envelopes.
crust and bake a& a custard pie. —Late.
Ernest Blaisdell, who is employed in
Ancient specimens of letters are
Aunt Madoe.
Ellsworth, is home cutting his hay.
shown In the Hof museum" at Vienna
Mrs. Minnie Partridge, of Ellsworth,
One Is dated 1396. It consists of a
NORTH FRANKLIN,
spent tbe week-end with her parents,
large sheet of ribbed white paper foldJ as par Bragdon is at home from Rhode Frank Conary and wife.
ed in three. A band of paper was pass- j

in

j>

.......

May.

—

Sunday

M.KKKIs.

retail

fewer,
my righteous ness,
Spec.
July 21.
which la paltry enough. For excesses, I
LAMOINK.
lacks and wnut of balance I may t»e
Frank Boynton and family arc occupyJustly blamed, but for any genuine huhave no right to hang
man feeling I
ing (be Wtutaker cottage.
1
that
So
dare say frankly
my bead.
Miss Berths Harbour, of Foxcroft, is
l love to eat and to drink, I love wothe guest of Mias Olive Coolidge.
man and the child. I love my slippered
Mr. Harris and wife, of Cambridge,
ease and a chat with good company,
Maas., are at Mrs. James Covey’s.
1 love adventure and the shitting sail.
Miss Kutb Sargent, of Sargentville, is
1 love a rousing book, a clever play
and a fair tight And whatever pride tbe guest ol Miss Hoaa Hodgkins.
or Joy la built upon the contempt of
Mrs. Lewis McOsrtney and baby are
others, I hate. The best part of the visiting at Woodbury McCartney's.
heritage the twentieth century brings
L. K. Hodgkins, wife and son Merle, are
me Is the privilege of being wholly
at L>. D. Hodgkins’ for a abort stay.
human and not ashamed of It—Dr.
Dr. Clarence King and wife are visiting
Frank Crane In Woman's World.
tbeir parents, W. K. King and wife.

j

'd around the outside and through a Island for two weeks.
\Mn. Abbie 'Hutchins and family, of
slit in one edge, being then fastened
Miss Ruby Cousins is at Egypt working Nbrth Penobscot, visited her parents, F.
with soft wax. A small piece of thin for Henry Billings.
T. Carter and wife, Sunday.
L.
paper was laid on the wax and the seal i Reuben Rankin and wife went to EllsJuly 21.
pressed on the paper, not directly on worth Saturday, returning Monday,
SOUND.
the wax. A somewhat similar arrange- j
Mrs Lottie Havey was called home from
Ralph McKnsic and wife are home from
ment is found in a letter of the year
Bangor last week by the serious illness of Rockland.
1446. which was written by the town her
mother, Mrs. Sarah J. Bragdon.
Mrs. Claude Murphy spent part of last
counselor of Munich to the burgomasT.
July 21.
week with relatives in Somesville.
ter of Raster) burg, in the Tyrol. In order to obtain information concerning a
Miss Alice Twcy is home from Bar
“Just my luck!’ he interrupted, reachman accused of bigamy.
In the six- ing for his hat and stick, “and I’ve got Harbor, where she nas been in tbe hospital
for an operation.
teenth century people In the Tyrol and two grandmothers already.”
Bavaria used hands of vellum or cords
Eugene Richardson, of Milford, N. H.,
was the week-end guest of bis mother,
fastened with wax
Later came sepRegulates the bowels.
promotes easy
Mrs. Charlotte Richardson,
arate round and obkmg wafers. The
natural action, and cuies constipation
use of the encircling band continued in
July 21.
Doan's Regulets.
Aak your druggist for
_BCD.
Austria generally to 1750. or there- them. 25 cents a box.—Advt.
BCCKSPORT.
about. and probably reached the last
A house owned by Bert Bennett on Pond
century among conservative people.
PNEUMATICA; sto^s your pain or street, occupied by Edward Alpert, was
The flrst envelope of the modern type
breaks op your cold in one boor. It’a damage by fire Friday night. The fire
In this collect km belongs to the year
marvellous. Applied externally. All was caused by tbe dropping of a lighted
1715
|
lamp. There was a small insurance.
druggists.

KLLSWOKTII

for

Loubst Surprised Constant.
In spite of Ills lmiierturbablllty M.
Constant admitted that one man had
Emile
RAINBOW, 210. NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
succeeded In astonishing hint.
Rainbow grange met July 1, with about Loubet afterward president of the reforty members present. After the regular public. did this.
"When I left the ministry of the In
work, a short program was presented by
the lecturer } rj tem.
terior," said M. Conatans In telling
the story, '1 handed over to my sucBAY8IDR. 478. ELLMWORTH.
cessor the key of the safe containing
Bayside grange met July 16, with thirty the secret service money. It was then
Past
Master
Pratt
was
Willi*
L.
i
present.
the beginning of March, and I bad a
called to the chair, and worked the third
nice little sum. more than a million. In
and fourth degrees on two candidates.
M. Loubet
bundles of 10.000 francs.
After recess a program waa enjoyed. First did a
thing which I should not have beand second degrees will be worked next :
lieved possible."
Wednesday evening.
Here M. Coustans stopped and asked:

_Towns.

__

Edgar Robbins and three children
have been spending a few days at NorthAirs.

east Harbor with her

Mis* Mildred
witb m»

Mrs. John Noble and
family, ol lanj.
bridge, Maas., are occupying the Joy
bouse on Henry's point. •
Ckpt. Robert Kill* Tapley. ol Norfolk,
Va., ia here lor a lew weeks, vi»u,ng blj
slater, Mrs. O. L. Tapley.
Last Monday the Tapley brother* bandied fifty tons of bay. loading on board
ol
the schooner Joanna Durgain
thirty torn
of pressed bay lor Uleaboro, and
putting

Jefferson Torrey, of Hwan’a Island, is

employed

are

,\*ncy Smut,

are

Maggie Blodgetl.

SHUT.

21,

in the

summer

Mr*. Lottie Seyey and
Snow, ol Brockton, Masa

invalid,
tbe veranda in

of tbe

suitable weather.

July

«

Mr*. H.

Henry Tracy’s. Mr. Tracy

care

"

Ro«*. Misa Emma
!{.«,, 0( N
York, Prof. Morton Arendt. of Columbia
univesity, and Mr*. Arendt. also ol
York, are at -Moore**, Lookout"
*th,

superintendent, Byron Mayo, was a
helpful leader.
.Mrs. Merle Tracy, of Texas, formerly

Freeman in the

Babbldjfe.

Capt. Sherman, of North Brooklin
Thursday, with a pertv of flve
entertained by Mra. VIn*
Moore

school

Miss

u*t»
itVl

were

gram was carried out. Tbe new minister.
Rev. Mr. Culmer, assisted by tbe Hunday

in

Itkrbor

here

the
Tbe children’s day concert at
Methodist church was unavoidably postponed to July 13, when a pleasing pro-

general hospital

,

Samuel Harding, of Pori
s,iein Tr)„,
dad, ia visiting bin brother
Charles or
few daya.

Mrs. Doisnd and daughter, of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Reed and Miss Hitch,
of Spring field. Mas#., are at Walter Stanlet me not l>e ashamed of being hu- i ley’s cottage at Norwood’s Cove.
man.
I may well blush for my little
Mrs. James E. Bennett, of East Greenstore of knowledge, for It might have
wich, R. I., and niece. Airs. A. J. Bennett,
j
been greater, and for my Imperfect ; of Woonsocket, R. L, are spending a few
wisdom, which might have t>een sounddays with Rufus Trundy and wife at
er: for my etna. that might have been ! “Mountain View” cottage.

Tbit columu is derated lf> the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics jf general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

Dear Aunt Madgt:
Have you room for s new niece* My only
introduction is that 1 am one of Auut Maria's
neighbors. 1 live where her house is the only
one 1 can see from mine, although there are
others much nearer. She lives on a hill high
above the rest and has such a pretty view
from her house.
1 am just enjoying this lovely summer, for
1 don't like it when it is so hot. The heat
makes me sick; about three days of it, and I
am "all in".
The roses are just beautiful now, and gardens are doing fine. Have had green peas
and new beets from mine, and they did seem
good.

tt)r

Miea Maud Eddy, otSeal
itin* her annl, Mrs. Frank

Misses Ada Wilbur and Maud Buffington, of Fall River, Maas., are spending a
few weeks with Mrs. George R. Fuller.

tion and would have
spells when I would
be in such pain that
I would tear my

The leaven

country
according to the dictates of
their consciences, d.d not hesitate to persecute those who held a different creed.
Let the creeds of good-fellowship multiply. They are founded on that charity
w hich is greatest of all.

ship

a

Going Upstairs Backward.
Walking upstairs backward Is urged
by a London physician as a useful
practice in cases of heart weakness
anil ns helping in a more equal distriui«
bution of muscular wear and tear.
Clothes. One clay my nusoanu guc.
was
"Firstly and most important."* ho
neighbors in to see what the matter
first
but they could not help me. My
“walking upstairs backward
says,
thought was for Lydia E. Pinkbam's would prevent any tendency to hurry.
husNo matter how Inveterate a ‘stair rush’
Vegetable Compound and I sent my
band out for it and took it until I was en- a man might tie, he would have to
tirely cured. I am a woman of perfect moderate his pace If going backward
health and my health and happiness This enforced deliberation would, of
came from Lydia E. Pinkham's medi- course, lie of great value In heart discine. You may rest assured that I do ease.
The second effect would be to
all I can to recommend your wonderful relievo the strain from the ordinary
medicine to my friends."—Mrs. Fred walking ami climbing muscles (those
Stone, Route No. 3, Maione, N. Y.
on the front of the thlghi and to press
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham s Into service those on the liack of the
Vegetable Compound, made from roots leg. which ordinarily do no work In
result,
The total
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be climbing stairs.
used with perfect confidence by women therefore, might tie a saving In tnusouwho suffer from displacements, inflam- j lar wear and tear through a more ecomation, ulceration.tumors, irregularities, nomical distribution of effort. This, of
periodic pains. backache, bearing-down course-would also lie of value In cases
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, of beatr weakness.”—London Mail.
Lydia E. Pinkor nervous prostration.
ham’s Vegetable Compound is the stanJust Being Human.
dard remedy for female ilia.
Whatever eUe I may t>e ashamed of,

Hon. Lyman K.
Oardlner,
Brigga, Fredrick L. aa-pe, j)r. ,
end wile.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

*

organic inanima-

Let me be a Ttttle sweeter.
Make my life a bit completer.
By doing what 1 should do
Every minute of the day.
Let me toil, without complaining.
Not a humble task disdaining,
Let me face the summons calmly
When death beckons me a away.
—Selected by Jennie.

and Importance?
tuiuruiauou

w

Let roe be a little braver
When temptation bids me waver.
Let me strive a little harder
To be ail that 1 should be;
Let me be a little meeker
With the brother that is weaker.
Let me think more of ray neighbor
And a littie less of me.

the blessing ot God upon their lalxors
After Peter had spokeu “all the multi
tude kept silence and gave audience tc
Barnabas and Paul, declaring what
miracles and wonders God had wrought

.Missionary

Lydia E. rinkMalone, N. Y.,—
ham's Vegetable Compound has cer—, tainly dene me a lot
s of good I first heard
I of it when I was a
girl and I always said
:
that if I overbad female trouble 1 would
:: take it.
“I suffered from
|

Let me be a littie kinder.
Let me be a littie blinder
To the faulta of those about me.
Let roe praise a littie more;
Let me be. when I am weary.
Just a little bit more cbeerv.
Let tue serve a little better
Those that I am striving for.

has. and the conclusion was reached
upon the basis of the facts presented
by the great missionaries concerning

Compound.
--

a MKiiciK.
♦ d

on

Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable

t*.

The

first

WOMAN TORE
HER CLOTHES

Ml»TTr^M

COUNTY NEATS.

Romance of a Gainsborough.
A great dealer, now dead, ouee told
that sauntering Into an auction
me
room be observed the portrait of a boy
In a hat. a sc rt lied to Galusliorough.
He had that power of eye which can
pierce through superposed paint, and,
looking deei*down Into that picture, he
fell certain that the hat was an addiHe bought
tion nud the Itoy a girl.
the iwrtratt for a sting, to find that
It was a
Us dream bad come true.
true Gainsborough, and the likeness of
What had probably
a beautiful girl.
hnpliened brings a drama before us.
Some old Squire Western had dlslnbertted an eloping dnugbter. had pulled the Gainsborough down and sent
It to a country dnut>er for transforma"Hash hi* wig and buttons"
tion.
(only the oath was worse) If he would
ever look on the undutiful, ungrateThe picture had
ful baggage again.
cost good money and must tie kept,
though laid she bad proved. It should
tic a boy.—Walter Sichel In T. P.'s
Weekly of London.

IN SUCK PAIN

44Helpful and Hopeful

commantcationa, and Its MNVM depends largely
on the support given It In this re-pect. Com
n>uideation* rou>*t l»e signed, but the name of
writer will not »*• prli ted except by p rrolssl m.

council of the
Christian church. It was settled in fa
vor of the followers of Paul and Bar
the

MADGE”.

The purposes of mw column nre succinctly
staled In the title and motto-lt is for the mutual
bene tit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It 1* for the Com
rooB use—a public s« rvant, a purveyor of In
formation and surfge»<l«n, a medium for the 1**
terchange of Ideas. lu this capacity It solielts

•
was

atrtjfTtiBrmmt*

Benefit Column.

▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weight
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island sa t
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and flt for shipping. ls 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of been* >n
good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pound*.
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnipa and tea*.
M
40 pounds; of corn. 56
pounds; of onion*.
of carrots, English turnipa. rye »od
dlan meal, 50pounds;of parsnips. 45pounds,
of barley and bock wheat. 44 pounds; of oats;
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Kunds;

_

Natalie Tinker, of Partridge Cove, la
employed at F. T. Hodgkins’.
Mrs. E. C. Alexander, with three children, ia visiting ner mother, Mra. C. E.
Ford.
July 21Spec.
_

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Howard Staples, of Atlantic, brought a
here Wednesday. In the
party was
I party

j

Doctors Endorse'
If

m

Ad not believe doctors endorved

Ayer’s Chany Pectoral tor couch*

and

can* we would not ofcr K to you.
•
Bold for TO ymmrm.

SA Yot Doctor.

lbbtcti*emfnt«

I

DRINK

■

POSITIVELY POPULAR

|%v>w ^PERFECTJYPUR^^/V^

prf»P*-

had

TO SMYRNA.

VOYAGE

A

Babbidge. OotP* Island.)

M v

Boston In the
In 18W, t *htpped
0,1 board ol which I was
t-fk Haw Horae.
lo find Oeorge F. Harper, with
from

pleased

bean ahipmatea on a voyage
soW yeara before. Papt. W.
Havana
(0
i;,.mick, ol Ella worth, was also In the
The nark waa an A 1 clipper, ol
cre*
was employed nearly all the
SScnons, and
fruit tr*dc- sb* w** boand
lime i" the
Boston to Smyrna, Asia Minor.behad

whom I

everything oti
Capt. ttearles

her at the

time, and
deck, we took
ail sail off above the
topsails. It is my
impression that Mr. Bearlea bad taken
lesions from bis father on sail-carrying.
We sailed in company with the Yarrington a few days, but took the lead at

order

came on

the fore

last.

Just as the man to help him got to the topgallant cross-trees, something came by

«

bcn

A north wind blew

(rom

she had made many
,,een which porta
successful voyage*.
ol July 19, the pilot came
on 1 ne afternoon
aboard, and we set sail Irom the wharf, but
clear from it when a
bad lint got fairly
across our bow, carrying
brte came in
tore top-gallant meat, at tbe
as-ay our
our fore royal yard.
same time breaking
the stream, however,
IVc proceeded into
near East
,od came to anchor
Tbe captain went aahore to procure new

and

when

As there

were

Soon

a large boat filled w ith men was
coming toward our vessel, which
had the star-spangled banner at the mizwotopmast truck. On cpmetbe boat, and
oar captain
kept hi* glass at his eye trying to make out the object of their visit.
Soon be saw that the men in the boat

holding

our crew

would have

churches of

perfectly.

their

was

ship, and

nowhere to be

is in Smyrna.

Buildings,

morning she

one

lhr°ugh

es

of

,u

Gibraltar,

J'J•could
Q

world.

the

strongest, fortifies-

As

we

sailed

by Hpain,

tops of the

the

Sierra Nevada
Obtains far in the distance having the
•PPearauce of white, fleecy clouds.
iag by Italy, we could see the dense
0 *
issuing from the crater of Mount
What next interested me was the
01 Malta. As we
passed it, I wonif that could be
the place where St.
see

■k?

Wfts

did he really
shipwrecked,
nil over
the same surface upon which our
gallantly floated.
and

Cour#e Wa®
Qonh
****rly
c.
*°

8000

changed

directon,

to

a

more

which brought

us

^P® Maupan, where we overto*.
ltle barlc E. H.
Yarrington, which
jjsj
Jr°m fio#toQ five days before we
4id U
***** there waa • 661 ot f000
fctir

°Uf ^P***11 and tM®
Ills v*0
to which vessel
trrir^*rrin*ton
^ ** ®°8t011
in

owners

**

of

wki

the *****

firat,

Hora®

of

would

consequence
received no

tu

we

n,t*Ung ofl thirteen knou, with
forward of tfw beam, when we

tamJ,n<1'"‘J

onr

toretopaail

brae.

W.

II s>

shipment, but

it

before the last of

four weeks

We had

!

tine

a

taking

days

a

run

down to

bead

wind,

Gibralta,
it

and

nearly

was

could get out to the
We had it quite favorable
until we had passed the Western islands,
then met a succession of westerly gales
and were obliged to keep our vessel under
close-reefed topsails most of the time. At
before

we

broad Atlantic.

one

time

hold.

we

had two feet of water in

suffering,

he breathed

bis

Lewiston,
and

the

pumps is a very unpleasant sound.
But this case wss not so bad as it might
have been. Between the top timbers on
each side

were

brass

ventilators

nearly

three and one-half inches across. These
in tine weather to air
were unscrewed
fruit. The weather had been tine
through the day, and the ventilators were
all open. The wind came on to blow and
the ventilators were screwed down, but
one was missed, and let in a larger stream
of water than the pumps couldielear.
We made a northern passage, coming
southern edge of the Grand
near the
Banks, and to the north of Georges Banks.
One night we were enjoying a nice fair
the

wind, which had just sprung up in

favor,

and

our

bark

was

our

leaping nimbly

billow to billow, it was ray watch
deck, and I was on the lookout for-

from
on

ward.
A boy of sixteen years came to my side.
Thir,was his first voyage. He was a smart
active boy, fear being to him a Btranger.
We

were

nearing

our

home

rapidly,

with

sails set except our skysails, which were
taken in just before dark. All hearts beat
joyously at the thought of seeing our
friends once more. Albert, title boy, said:
“What gay times I will have when I get
home; it will be about Chriatmas, just the
time to enjoy myself. I don’t believe
Aunt Lizfcie will know me, 1 have grown
all

so

fleshy.” Many

other such remarks he

stood together
gallant forecastle.
made

as

was

fell

from

instantly

was

broken.

hay-rack

a

His

killed.

wading in Meddybemps lake
party of friends Thursday, Grace
Davis, eighteen years old, of Calais,
stepped off a ledge into deep w'ater and
was

a

drowned.

Having

the

lived

as

long

as

wished,

she

ac-

cording to her statement to a neighbor,
MUs Harriet Chase, aged eighty-three, of
Cornish, committed suicide Saturday
by drowning herself in a water barrelpn

The New England Lines

her kitchen.

Fire, supposed to have been caused |by
combustion, damaged the
rag storeroom of the paper plant of the
Eastern Manufacturing Co., in South
Brewer, Monday night and destroyed

spontaneous

tears

rolled

down

the

much of the rag stock.

last,

Tbe loss

is about

It has invested $140,000,000 that it may be
efficient in its work of upbuilding New England.

sunburned

bring the remains home to his relatives.
Now came on gales of adverse winds,
with more violence than before, and with
them

severe

cold,

the deck at times

tive session

being

with ice several inches in thickness, made from the spray which froze as
it struck. Borne of the sailors declared we
would never reach our port of destination. The men were more or less frostbitten, my own hands and feet being so
much so that the captain released me from
such

going aloft,

as

To

three

over

prosper,

your

railroad

must

always

LEAD the fight for YOUR prosperity.

hours. Charges of inefficiency and izuwbordination were recently preferred against
him.

covered

ship’s duties,

for

which lasted

OWNED and

The railroad has the greatest stake of all in
the future of New England.

|35,000, covtted by insurance.
cheeks of our captain.
''Manning 8. Campbell, for many years
We prepared the body for its last rest- steward and treasurer of tbe Augusta
ing-place as best we could on shipboard, state hospital, was Saturday removed by
and our captain resolved, if possible, to the governor and council, alter an execuand

are

DIRECTED by New Englanders.

»

Edwin C. Burleigh arrived in
Augusta Friday from Atlantic City, where
be has been recuperating from anj operation performed early in March at a Baltimore hospital.
The senator’s health appeared somewhat improved, and he
walked unassisted from tbe car to his
automobile.
Senator

etc.

HOME AGAIN.

services

at

tne

congregational church

at Milllnocket were abruptly terminated
boy fell from
last Wednesday evening when Henry Folaloft, we arrived in Boston. My feet were
som, of Burlington, a visitor, fell to the
so badly frozen that instead of baying
in the act of offering a prayer.
what we called a “go-ashore boot”, 1 had floor, dead,
the death doe to
to buy a pair of seaboots two sizes too Doctors pronounced
Mr. Folsom was eightyheart failure.
large, which I wore until the swelling bad
Eleven

days after

gone out of m.v

It

three yearn old.
Considerable interest has beenj aroused
over the finding of several valuable pearls

feet.

Sunday

was

the

when

arrived, and

we

as

would work like a pilotboat, the pilot put her right in alongside
of Central wharf abreast of the owner's
! office. Of course the sails had to be
furled after we made fast. As the men
started up the rigging to furl them, the
second mate said to me: “There, Mart,
1
jump up and help furl the sails.”
crawled up in the sbeerpole to go up,
w hen Mr. Searles said, “Here, Mart, you
I had to
come down; I'll go up, myself.”
the Race Horse

You

miy

judge

of

passed

weeks

after

anxiety

our

was

has been

dropped

line in the

|

j

center

into cold

of the

water

room.

over

a

of the heat and make the air
fresh and cool, it will drip only a few

sorb much

moments, and

spread

a

below

strip of oilcloth may be
floor.
it to protect the

Often when children

are

hot and

this device will send them off to
a

restless

sleep

in

few moments.

by

and

a

have

one

many
been

of

sold

wharf

in

Friday

Boston

flames,

when

originating iu the boiler-room, swept
through her forward end with startling
One

rapidity.

and several

including

man was

injured.

the

has-been

staterooms,

running

on

death,

burned to

The

forward

part,

saloon

and

pilot-house, was gutted. The
The City
mated at $50,000.

one

It will ab-

pearls

The steamer City of Bangor, of the
Eastern Steamship Co., was tied to her

for the

Smyrna

brook not

a

The

\hem
youngster,
for $50, while the last find is a
gem which is reported to be worth between $500 and $1000.
found

arrival before she

left

from Dover.

miles

course.

our

She

Boston.

iu fresh water clams in

the

loss is esti-

Bangor

of

Kennebec river

route.
Gave Him Another

Chance.

jury in the criminal court at
City, Mo., recently acquitted

Kansas

A

1

William

McNeil, charged with second degree
murder, although, according to the fore| man, the jurors were assured of the
j prisoner’s guilt. McNeil was charged
j with shooting Lee Self to death in a quari rel at a “can party”,
j When the jury came ia and announced
to the judge that a
verdict had been
Foreman Art bur Brown asked
I reached.
! permission to speak to the prisoner.
! “McNeil,” Brown said, “we are all satisfied you are guilty, but we are going to
; give you another chance. We want you
; to go home and make a man of yourself,
i Your mother is getting old and needs you.
! You are to cut out can fiarties. Don’t you
think you can make a man of yourself.”
“Yes, sir,” McNeil said weakly.
The
verdict of acquittal then was
handed to the court. McNeil’s gray-haired
I mother wept.
F.

Ask

Any Sickle Smoker Why

he sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he
needs it, when he could get tobacco already cut up, in
packages. He’ll tell you, “because the Sickle way is the
only way to get fresh tobacco, that smokes cool and
sweet, and doesn’t bite the tongue.” He knows.
Tobacco that is cut up at the factory gets dried up
its way to you. Result—it bums fast and hot, and
“bites.” When you cut your own tobacco off the Sickle
plug, you are well repaid for a minute’s work by fresh
tobacco—because all the flavor and moisture are pressed
into the plug and held in by the natural leaf wrapper.
on

Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today. Notice
how much more tobacco you get, when you don’t have
to pay for a package.

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it

as
us®
y°u

Shbfttisnimits.

Do As Others Do, Take

this time-tested—world proved—home remedy which 3uits
and benefits most people. Tried for three generations,
the best corrective and preventive of the numerous
ailments caused by defective or irregular action of the
organs of digestion and elimination has been proved to be

calling all hands to the

The order

we

A

remember one night in particniar,

of intense

of South

Sunday,

with

Our

and the bow of the Race Horse was
turned toward Boston before we stopped
to store the last lighter-load of fruit.

two

straits, and entered the
Jwhterrean, the largest aea in the world.
&er* is on«
thing remarkable about this
—the current
always runs in, and
**•*•!* b'»und out must have a fair wind.
'We wen* in
we passed within a
few

for

cargo was aboard. As soon as it was
all out of the lighter, we weighed anchor,

was

the

ready

our

LAND.

OF

protruding through

of the leading farmers

one

While

turned to

said

vuiiiuiciivTU iu uwu hi

was

nearly

was

there,

THE SMELL

was

Efficiency
Begets
Prosperity

4.

R. Doten,

neck

which stood there in Bt.

same

lue

seen.

One evening,
shortly after we had supplied the ship with water, I waa on the
lookout on the topgallant forecastle, when
Mr. Carles, our
mate, came on the forecajtfe
“Mart,” he said, “do you smell
Mod?* i was to leeward of the foresail,
■aid. “No air.” He aaid “took out by
tha foresail;*' and
putting my head out by
toe sail, I smelled the
land so plainly it
denied that it must be
very near. I asked
the mste
wh*t land it waa, and he aaid it
Oape St. Vincent, and that it was
teventy-tlve miles away.
"ith a fair wind we soon made our
way

Z.

captain, a very kind man
never left the boy’s side.
After some time
be began to show signs of life, and in a
little while was able to converse with the
captain. He seemed in great agony at
times. Our captain told him to keep
up
good courage; that we would soon be
home. “Yea”, he said, “but 1 shall not be
with you. I shall be borne with mother.’*
His mother was dead. After three hours

sailor,

an

the next

the bone

flesh.

urge his

as

Italian ship bound
from Montevideo for Naples, having been
oat ninety
days, with sizty-tbree pasangers beside the ship's crew. Having supphed them with water they returned to
It

elbow,

Asia”,

the fruit

in tbe air

instant all attention

an

reached

of the “seven

Aug.

seen

reading

inevcame along side, awaking a foreign language. Our steward recognized
the® as Italians, and understood them

high

He bad

sufferer, at tlrst supposed to be dead.
He was taken up tenderly, carried into
the cabi if and placed upon the sofa. Ilia
right arm was broken just above the

liberty

donkey, took his knife and
pricked the beast under the saddle. The
animal started straight for a stone wall
and scraped Harry off his back into tbe
gutter.

as

In

obey the first officer, of

they could reach. Then our captain knew
itwss water they wanted, and ordered four
brie casks unlashed and rolled to tbe port
tide.

buckets

man!”

Christians.
Many Hancock county readers will
Wishing to visit this ancient church ! remember the clipper bark Race Horse,
one Sunday, eight of us —four of our crew
and that on the next voyage after the one
and four from the Yarrington—each pro- to which my story relates, she sailed again
cured a donkey, used as commonly as for Smyrna, but never reached her dishorses are here, and with a guide, set out. tination, and undoubtedly went to botOur guide had bis donkey, but be ran tom w itb all on board.,
nearly tbe whole way, switching one
donkey and tben another, as all we seemed
Koom* Kept Cool at Night.
to desire was for one to outstrip the other
On a very hot night the room can be
in the race.
cooled sufficiently to go comfortably to
Our feet nearly touched the ground
in at least by hanging a sheet which
when we were mounted. One
to sleep

mn

*ere

a

some

at

waters

That’s

safety of the E. H. Yarrington when two

to be the

many rebel cruisers
that time, all eyes were
tamed toward the strange sail, trying to
ucertain her nationality.
ia these

“My God!

week before we did, we making the round
voyage in twenty-six days less than she.
Paul's time, are used by worshippers to this j I know not if the bet between our capday. Some of the people are Jews and i tain and his owners was ever paid.

about 11 west longitude, we
lighted a large ship, lying with her main
topsail to the mist and a signal at her
•pinker peak which we could not make
oat, «s it was calm and the flag' hung in
When in

folds.

same

to go on shore one .Sunday, and the other
You will remember, in
half the next.

that

harbor.

a

o'

One-half

they would stretch by the
on them.
Meanwhile our
was painted outside from her rails
to her copper, and it was done ss easily

stack where

constant strain

up, he saw the boy was
time the mate exclaimed.

gone at the

the

painting.

and

looking

Tbe annual reunion of the 14th Maine
regimental association will be held at
Portland the full
week
commencing

boy about halfway from the yard to
deck, and before he could say more,
Albert struck the deck, having fallen
about ninety-five feet.

Ospt. Brady if
through that night.

tarring

up the shrouds,
the main royal yard.

at

soon

com-

Alice, eight-year-old daughter of Robert
Curran, of Lewiston, was killed by an
electric car Sunday.

nimbly

ran

acomsnrc its.

GAKIBOU.

TO

8. Herbert Frost has received bis
mission as postmaster at Pittsfield.

the

left, dipt. Bearles asked
he was goto? to try it

we

and

KITTKRY

went to

always went
who furled this sail. When
he
given,
sprang into the

was

and

was

I

royal being

the

After dinner of the third day the gig
ordered lowered away, and our captain visited Capt. Brady, of the Yarrington.
1 went in the gig for one to man the oars,
and I think Will Conway, of Newburyport, was the other. We had a nice call,

except to take in tbe

if Abe hid been at anchor in

him,

was

—

is

and

or

He said be did not
believe be would!.
spars.
Just before sundown we wore ship and
Tbe next morning we got under weigh,
sod with a light wind from the north- let her head over toward the western side of
west. onr bark glided steadily down the the passage, close up under the land. By
There were many vessels and heading the way we did, it brought us well
barber.
The
beats of every description in the harbor; to windward of the Yarrington.
of ladies and gentlemen wind canted a little more
dds with a party
westerly, and
aide
we
sailed
along,
by aide, every stitch of canvass was spread, even to
•board. As
tbey co mine need to slug “Hally Round the skysails, and by cloae watching, the
to
mind Race Horse slid In through. The next
tbe Hag". Tbe song brought
the (bought of tbe home I was leaving, morning the Yarrington was nowhere to
be seen.
sad 1 admit that I felt almost homesick.
After the anchor was on tbe how, the
AT SMYRNA.
juste measured the bead of tb* new topHaving
by the island of Boo, we
passed
gailautniasl and found it so large that it proceeded on oar way towards the bay of
would not go up between the tops-gallant
Htnyrna.
Entering the harbor in the
cross-tree*. He asked It there was a carWe
at 11 o’clock, we anchored.
No one seemed in- night
in
the
crowd.
penter
could aee the lights of the city, but could
clined to reply, and then 1 said: “I am aort not
distinguish one building from an0t a Jack knife-carpenter, air.” “Do you other.
think yon could !H the head of that apart''
The next morning I arose early to get a
*.y** sir," I replied, “if I bad suitable ▼
lew of the scenery.
Before me was a
tools." He gave me tbe key to the toolvery large city, situated on the side of a
chest, in which I found fine tools of almost
bill, reaching from nearly two miles back
•wry description. With these 1 soon had
down to the shore of the harbor in which
toe new spar uu«u.
our
vessel was anchored.
The place
There were outrigger* from the end of tbe
seemed divided through the center, the
tbe
old
to
jibboom
guy*;
spread
bowsprit
buildings of one half being very much
Miiors called them “whisker*”. One of
different from those of the other.
Upon
and
tbe
mate
asked
if
I
was
broken,
these
inquiry, I learned that part of the people
could make a whisker from a piece of tbe
were Turks, and the others were what is
1 told him 1 coaid. I saw that 1
old spar.
called Smyrnaotes, and embraced Greeks,
we* getting some pretty good Jobe.
Maltese, Italians and Sicillians, mostly
was
new
whisker
made
and
the
After
engaged in tha fruit trade.
in
we
found
that,
was being put
place,
HOMEWARD BOI ND.
by the breaking of tbe foreroyal yard
We laid in port nearly two months,
was
sail
when tbe
farted, that the sail was
strsined so as to need repairs. “Have any waiting for the fruit crop to come off—
of you fellows got*sail needles and palms?” namely tigs and raisins
during which
time our sails were thoroughly repaired
asked tbe mate. I told tbe mate that 1 had;
then Will Conway, of Newburyport, and and our rigging put in first-class condiJim Sullivan, who had been in the navy, tion. I, with two other shipmates, were
in what was called the sail-maker's gang*
•Iso produced needle* and palms, and we
with Mr. Bearles fora boas, making four
went to work on the royal.
The next day tbe wind changed west- all told. Of course we were more or less
erly, and w# ran twenty-six days without envied by others of the crew, who were
brace

rigging,

and the main

handle, Albert

man

the order

three miles to leeward.

Boston.

touchings

with the

for three

but in the morning she would be two

royal,

heavier to

days,
and both vessels found it
impossible to
get through Doro passage. We lay by
under abort sail, waiting to
get “a slant”
through. The Yarrington had tried two
nights to give us the slip under the cover
of darkness by making sail and
beating,

^

given to furl them.

was

SAD

on

the top-

ACCIDENT.

The wind had been increasing all the
time, and about two hours after our oonreraation, the order waa given to take in
;he royals. The sails being clowed up, the

BEECHAM’S PILLS
(TUo Lorgoot Solo of Aay Modiciao ia tho World)
If you kave not tried this matchless family medicine, you do not know
what it means to have better digestion, sounder sleep, brighter eyes,
clearer complexion, v. hich come after Bdecham’s Pills have cleared
the system of impurities. Try them now—and know. Always of the
same excellence—in all climates ; in every season—Beecbam’s Pills are

The Tried, Trusted Remedy
boxes.
Ev«rywh«rt.
Sold
Directions with every box

In

e.*e

very

10c.. 2Sc.
vslueble. espectelly

to

women.

WOOD BURNING FURNACES
great heaters and
wonderfully durable.
that

are

OUR MONITOR
HOT BLAST AND
CLARION OAK
You can keep your house
comfortable all winter with
very little care and expense
if you install one of these fuelsaving heaters.
Send us a sketch showing
arrangement of building and
get our advice.

WOOD A BISHOP

the hot blast

CO, Bangor, Me.

SOLD BY J. P. ELDRIDQE,

E.ubK.h^ m»

ELLSWORTH, ME.
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be obliged to hold conventions ap,
under the Maine law, the party is not
entitled to a place on the primary
election ballot until after it has particin

ipated

State election.

a

COUNTY 4408811'.

Plans For
«n<1

F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager-

press despatch
work on the foundation
lioD-dollar hotel will

w. H- Titus, Associate Editor.
•mb script Son Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for six
month*1'; 30 cents for three months; If p*l»i
strictly In advance, $1 80, 75 and 38 cent*
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All ar
rearage* are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei
▼ear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will t*
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to. and all checks and money orders made pay
Abie to The Hancock County Publishing
Go-, Ellsworth, Maine.

Isle

Haat is

begin

this fall.

Knox county
a
Hancock, granted
by the last legislature, became effective
au

now

town. The divorce from

July

12.
_

county’s

Hancock

share

of the State
170,207.75,

to
money amounts
School
divided as follows:
school

|36,432.06;
133,775.00.
fund,

common

and

mill

school fund,

_

This week's

edition

American is 2,550

of TL*

copies.

Average per week for 1912,

2,4<K

The recent visit of the secretary of the
navy to the coaling station at Hast Ladecision of
the
moine, resulted in
the committee

1913

an Ideal Candidate.
I
(Portland fVwEj
If John A. Peters becomes a candi
date for the republican nomination
j
for Congress in tbe third district
i
there can be bat one outcome to the

Peters

election if the voters of that district
regard ability, integrity, liberality ol
views and character as any reoomendation in seeking an office of this importance. Mr. Peters possesses all ol
these qualifications and many others.
The State never knew a speaker of the
House who held the confidence and
enjoyed the respect of the people ol
this State to

a

greater degree than

did Mr. Peters.
In the most difficult legislative session the State has known in a genera-

naval affairs to make

a

of inspection. They arrived yesterday
government yacht .Mayflower.
After visiting the station, the members
of the committee spent a few hours at Bar
Harbor. A press dispatch from that place
visit

the

on

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23,

on

“The opinion was expressed by
says:
members of the committee that the coal-

for the extension, improvement
reduction in rates of the parcel post
were announced Saturday by Postmaster-

with

way
praise and commendation of his political opponents as well as of his

are

clude

The

Burleson.

effective

to become

changes, which
August 15, in-

pounds

from eleven

increase

an

on

to

twenty pounds in the maximum weight
parcels; a material reduction in the postage rates in the first and second zones,

parcel post
computing rates, and

and the abandonment of the
map

as a

means

of

the substitution for it

of

individualized to every

postoffice

exclusively

parcel post

delivery

for the

of

matter.

While for the present the maximum
weight limit of twenty pounds and the reduction in rates will apply only to the first
and second zones, from any given postoffice—a distance of about 130 miles—the
changes directed to-day constitute the first
long step towards a universal extension
system and a general reduction
in the rates of postage on parcel matter.
“It is my expectation and belief," said

of the

Burleson,

General

Postmaster

eventually

—

and

it may

station is

“that

fifteen

b^.

or

—

The maximum

States.
WHEN WE COMPLAIN.
There
man

nish

living

is

whose

at

tended

North Bedgwick

courage

and

bravery

a

fur-

example to those wont to complain of their own hard lot. He is known
at his home and at Bluehill, where he
formerly lived, as Richard Abbott, the
blacksmith.
an

In 1904 he

was

obliged

to go to the

hospi-

tal at Bangor and have his foot and several inches of his leg amputated because
of gangrene.
He waa then sixty-nine
years of age. In s few months he had a
foot fitted and went to work in his shop,
where be continued to work for more

ing, he went again to the hospital, but
they told him they coaid do nothing for
him.

He

I

now

expect to

weight limit, extwenty pounds,

from eleven to

increased to 100

see

pounds,

experience may demonstrate the
practicability of handling the parcel

and

business at

even

lower rates than

we

now

propose.
“In the making of extensions and reductions of rates it is necessary for us to
proceed with caution, so aa to afford ample opportunity to prepare for the increased business.
For that reason we
have made the changes proposed apply
only to the first and second zones. 1 ap-

preciate fully

the sentiment

tor

sn

in-

the weight limit and a reduction
in rates to all zones, but it is necessary for

crease

us, in

in

a

sense, to feel

our

way.’*

Mr. Burleson announced the changes as
follows:
uv uist muc iubu iuuuub

luviciiiiw;

then

seventy-six years of within the local delivery of any office, and
party associates.
age. Nothing daunted, he had Dr. Hunt, the first tone rate of postage will apply to
in tnree
legislative sessions air. of Bangor, come to his house and ampu- parcel poet mail deposited at any office for
Peters has demonstrated bis ability as tate his foot, as the other had been, al- local delivery by city carrier or on rural
a man of independent thought, con- though no one, not even the doctor, gave routes emanating from that postoffice.
“The second rone shall include the restructive ability, and shown himself any hopes of his recovery.
In a short time he was in a wheel chair,
is now the first rone, toof
to be a
diligent and painstaking and soon began io make a foot like the mainder wbat
gether with the present second rone, and
worker. In debate he has measured
one made for him at the hospital.
In shall include all the units of area located
swords with the ablest men in his own
eight months from the time of the ampu- in whole or in part within a radius of
and in the democratic party, and baa tation, with the aid of a cane he was walkapproximately 150 miles from any given
on every occasion acquitted himself ing about the house, and with the aid of
poet office.
well. He has, since he entered public ; crutches, walks to his former shop and
“The rate of postage on parcels weighinto
the
and
is
of
store,
thinking
opening ing in excess of four ounoee in the prolife, enjoyed the confidence and been j
a store on his own account, where be may
the advisor of governors and leaders
posed first rone will be reduced from five
in politics in this State, and wherever pass the time that hangs heavy on his cents for the first pound and one cent for
hands.
each additional pound or fraction thereof
be has been placed be has shown that
North Sedgwick is proud of the brave to five cents for the first jSound and one
he can make good.
old man.
cent for each additional two pounds or
j
If Mr. Peters heads the republican
fraction thereof, and the rate for the secticket in this special election he will
REGISTER FOR PRIMARY.
ond rone will be reduced from five cents
poll the entire republican vote and
for the first pound and three cents for
Officers
will
Municipal
Register
will command support which probeach additional pound or six cents for the
Voters
Next Friday and Saturday.
first pound and four cents for each addiably no other republican in the third
The municipal officers of Ellsworth, not
tional pound or fraction thereof to five
district at this time could command.
the newly-created board of registration,
Geographically he comes from that will register voters for the primary elec- cents (or the first pound and one cent for
each additional pound or fraction thereof.
section of the third district which has tion of next
Monday. The board will be
“The maximum weight of parcel poet
not had a representative in the House
in session Friday and Saturday of this
will be increased from eleven
in many years, and in the newly- week from 9 a. m. to 1 p. ra.;3 to 6 and packages
pounds to twenty pounds, the increase of
added county of Washington, which from 7 to 9 p. m. to register new voters
weight to apply only to the first and secis now a part of the third district, and correct the voting lists. Registration ond zones. No change has been made in
will
close
5
m.
at
Saturday.
p.
Mr. Peters is as well known and as
the size or form of the package."
E. J. Walsh has been nominated by the
Statistics collected by the department
highly respected as any one who could
and
as
chairman
of
confirmed,
show- that quite one-third of the total
be found who is not a resident of governor,
the board of registration of Ellsworth.
number of parcels mailed are handled
Washington county itself.
The other members of the board, apwithin the proposed first and second
Taking all in all he will make an pointed by the mayor on recommendation
zones, aud the poet mas ter-general believes
ideal candidate, and he should be ac- of the republican and democratic city
the increase in the weight limit and the
corded enthusiastic and generous sup- committees respectively, are John H.
reduction of the rates of postage in the
and
John
E.
Doyle.
port. If he is elected to represent Silvy
first and second rones, as proposed, will
board
of
This
registration is appointed benefit
this district in Congress, and the
greatly more than one-third of the
chances for bis election even under under the law passed by the last legisla- public; and that the producer, the conture requiring cities of 3,500 inhabitants
sumer and the local merchant will profit
the present conditions are extremely
and upward to have boards of registragood, Mr. Peters will never give his tion; in all towns and cities of' less than materially by the changes. Ue points out,
too, that the farmers, who were led to
constituents cause for regretting bis
3,500, the work of registration devolves
anticipate much benefit from the parcel
election.
upon the municipal officers.
poet service, will be afforded a cheap
If be goes to Washington he will be
ne new ooaru oi registration or c.uaof transporting their
means
products
sure to rank high among the con- worth bad posted notices to ait lor the
directly to the consumer, and that the
structive
representatives of the five days preceding the primary election, local merchant whose trade does not justify
country. His liberal views on all wben Mayor Cunningham called atten- the employment of extensive delivery sertion to the (act that the law of last year
vice also will be benefited, as the system
questions are recognized by all did
not repeal the law relating to registrawill put him in cloee touch with his cuselements in the republican party, and
tion ol voters before primary election.
tomers.
will commend him to the progressive
The matter was referred to counsel, and it
spirit of the period.
was decided advisable, owing to the in000,000 parcels would be handled during
consistency of the law, to allow the regis- the first
year ot tbe operation of the parOf the progressive candidate for tration for the
primary of July 28 to be cel poet system, but It now appears from
Congress in the third district the done by the municipal officers.
tbe statistics that, influenced by the
Machine Republican says:
“Where
There is some question, also, whether
changes proposed to-day, the service will
Mr. Lawrence got the idea he could the board of registration, under the law be so
popularized that the number of parof last year, can act before an election.
ia
a
a
vote
in
this
district
carry
big
cels carried during the ensuing twelve
constant puzzle to most of us who The law repeals one section ot the chapter months will be more than double tbe
to boards of registration, and
have tried to elect him to office when relating
original estimate.
does not repeal, in terms, at least, another
Tbe rate ebeet, which is to be need as a
he was a member of the republican
section of the same chapter relating to
for tbe parcel poet map, will be
party. It he has all at once become registration of voters, leaving an apparent substitute
prepared aa soon as practicable and atpopular in this district, we have not inconsistency in the law. This point will tached
to the parcel post guide. The rite
heard of it.” The Republican suggests be decided later.
chart, to be made for each separate postthat Mr. Lawrence was afraid to acThe board of registration will, however,
office, will be worked out from tbe local
cept the proposition of Mr. Peters to meet for the annual revision of the voting point of tbe unit in which tbe poetoffioe
contest the matter with him in the list, sometime this month.
ie located. Tbe simplicity of tbe plan, It
is thought, will make easily determinable
primaries, and that he ia determined
School
at
Summer
Castine.
the rete of postage from that unit to any
now not only to be defeated himself
the
at
State
sumEight-nine registered
otber on any mailable parcel and will
but to defeat the republican candiat Castine last
mer school for teachers
greatly facilitate the handling of parcel
date.
week. Hancock county teachers registerpost matter at postoffice windows.
was

________________

_

Attention ia called to an article to
be found elsewhere in this issue relating to the registration of voters at the
next
election
Monday.
primary
Through an apparent inconsistency iu
the law, the question has arisen as to
whether registration shall be done by
the municipal officers or by the board

registration. For the purposes of
the coming primary election it has
that the municipal
been arranged
officers shall do the registering.
of

A number of papers have referred
to the third district progressive party
convention of last Thursday at Watervilla as th» last district convention
which will probably be held in Maine.

At least four mors will be held. In
1»14 progressives ia all districts will

ing

were:

Baker, Sullivan; Adelia W.
Barron, Ellsworth; Myra V. Billington,
Surry; A. Beatrice Carroll, Southwest
Harbor; Alice C. Clough, Ellsworth
Bucksport;
Falls; Nellie N. Colby,
Alta Cole, Prospect
Harbor; Lenora
Bose
Fairbrother, Baby
Coombs, Castine;
Fairbrother, West Brooksville; Lizzie M.
W.
Hooka, Castine;
Gray, Sorry; Mary
Etbel B. Hutchinson, Penobaoot; Ella M.
K.
Marie
Maddox, Bar HarJarvis, Surry;
bor; Mary M. Milne, West Sullivan; Mary
E. Mills, West Brooksville; Charles 8.
Mitchell, Bar Harbor; Madeline Moon,
Ellsworth; Susie Norton, Castine; Bena
V. Bead, Tremont; Abbie Richardson, Bar
Harbor; Annette Robinson, Castine;
Mattie B. Robinson, Isle au Haut; Eleanor
L Stover, Castine: Etta F. Taney, Deer
Isle; Mary 8- Whitmore, Southwest Harbor; Both C. Williams, Castine; Nathalie
Young, Ellsworth.
Effie

A.

which is said to

t*

proving popular

not

Postmaster-General Burleson decided to
purchaee rather than to lease automobiles
for tbe delivery ot parcel poet matter, in
the belief that the machine! could be
bought outright and operated by tbe government at mneb leas expense, and, at tne
same time, the servioe would be of greater
uniformity and efficiency.
Under regulations recently adopted the
nee of
distinctive stamps no longer is
mandatory and the public now is permitted to mail panels with ordinary
stamps affixed.
The insurance tee, which originally wai
ten cento, was found to be exoaaetve and
an order, effective July 1, reduoed to fits
cants the tea on parcels insured to actual
value up to $&, and a ton-cant faa is exacted only on parcels insured to actual valtH
and not emailing f60
of more than
Under this arrangement the business ol
insuring packages has mote than doubted

i i 11 t i i

experts estimate that, w.th the
proposed changes in the parcel post system in operation, the revenues of the postoffice department will be so increased as
to show a substantial surplus at the end
of the current fiscal year.
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i; Clement’s MUSIC Store
Carries Pianos and

but among the

only among merchants
people generally.

!;

cuum

For

:

UNITARIAN CON FKKKNCK.

Cleaners, Post Cards.

Cash

I

v»

Annual Meeting to be Held at Winter Harbor July 'Jit.
The twenty-aecond annual meeting cl
the Hancock county conference of Unitarian and other Christian churches will
be held in Cbanning chapel. Winter Har-

arid

on

the
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votional service in time for people to take
tbe 8.30 boat for Mar Harbor. Some time
daring tbe session * collection to defray
expenses will be taken.
Folio* ing is the schedule of boats and
trains: The Scboodic leaves Bar Harbor
at 8.20 a. m., arriving at Grindstone at 9.13,
and returning will leave Urindstone at
330.
Round trip tor all wbo attend
conference, 50 cents. Carriages may be
bad at Grindstone to take passengers to
Winter Harbor and return; fare each
way, 25 oents.
Those coming from Ellsworth mutt
leave on tbe 8.55 a. m. train; returning,
they can connect with train; arriving In
Ellsworth 5.35. People coming from Hancock Point must drive to Mount Desert
Perry and take the boat leaving for Bar
Harbor at 7.35; return to Mount Desert
Ferry at 4.45.
of

People from Sullivan may go by the way
Waukeag Ferry, leaving Waukeag for

Bar Harbor, at 7.18 a. m., and returning
Waukeag at 5.07.

arrive at

the admission. How did Mount l»ea#rt
get to be anything but s fishing town? Pimply by three men at Beal Harbor and the
Kimball* at Northeast Harbor starting to
induce people from *he cities to come here
and make tbelr summer homes.
In 1*7* our valuation for taxation purposes
was 91M.M0.
Now. in mi. Jan. 1, It was a
good deal past the Sl.2AO.SOO mark. What
made it increase so fast?
Bummer tourists
and city visitor*, of course. When they oome.
if there is anything lacking in their rooms
at the hotels, when they ask for it they get
It: so in the cottages: so in the motoi boats—
provided it it a reasonable request.
Now tbey come to us and a*k u* a* voters to
keep out automobiles. Why not do it and!
•ill) show by our votes that we appreciate the
business they create.
Beal
Harbor and
Northeast Harbor both have had a phenomenal growth in the last thirty-six years, and it
j
it because we left off fishing and worked to get
city people here with their money, which
they were wiillng to spend for the sake of
having A place where they could get out of
the dust and beat and ramble over our hilla
and through tbe valleys. Let us show them
our appreciation by
keeping out the gas
wagon

our votes.

^urioeiMf

over

sutomo-

reason
care

to ride all

follow in the
who has gone ahead of

the road rather than to

tracks of the man
Even after
him.

veloped,

them, and

in

deep
no

one

have

de-

excuse

far easier to ride with
center and

ruts

for riding in
the majority of cases, It is

there is

wheel

one

on

wheel

in

tbe extreme

tbe

edge

road. Tbe riding is far smoother,
and in addition, it is very much safer.
Every city and town can show many
examples where rut-riding has ruioed
an excellent piece of road in a compara.lively short lime. If automobllists on
these same stretches of highway had travof the

following
in tbe tracks of tbe man ahead, the road
would have been improved instead of

eled all

over

the road instead of

ruined.
Catching Brown-Tail Moths.
City-Forester C. B. Whittaker, of Auburn, is energetic in his crusade against
the brown>taii moth in that city. One
hundred and twenty-seven cans containing three gallons each, of kerosene emulsion, composed of crude oil, soap and
water, have been placed beneath the arc
street lights.
and incandescent
The
under
the arc lights sometimes
cans
collect 40,000 or 50,000 moths in one night,
and those under the incandescent get 5,000
or more.

Auburn there have been twenty-six
of brown-tail moth poisoning where
medical attendance has been necessary,
and hundreds of other cases that have
made their victima uncomfortable.
In

cases

When whipping

cream

egg to each cupful of
firmer in consistency,

an

Whip the
quantity.
separately, and then the

white of
It will be
double in

add the
cream.

and

and

egg
two

cream

together.

rtaroor nu

lot

proshas a
doubt
of the

others with him, seem to lose sight
main juestion that we ought to do the greatest good to tbe greatest number.
Let us take
warning from Bar Harbor, where there are
seventy cottages that are not rented, where
there are bat 139 guests in all at six of the
leading hotels, where the stable business is
rained, and where tbe stores are being boycotted by tbe cottagers.
We are told that some of them go to Bangor
and Ellsworth and do their shopping.
Anyone can see that they ought to be sick of their
bargain. I have grown up with this improvement at Seal Harbor, and ought to know what
I am talking about when ! ask all intelligent
voters to go to this special town meeting and
vote down this proposition to admit automobiles.
___

President Mullen Resigns.
Charles 8. Mellon on Thursday tendered

resignation aa president of tbe New
York, New Haven A Hartford Hail road
Co., and all its aiiiad or subsidiary lines,
including tbe various railways, trolley
roads and water lines which had become
part of the New Haven system under bis
management.
his

(Ssgonio'"h amiT

"ZrLnZXlr1"'0 * Co- “—««Aft

A.

PAItCHKIt

Howard Co. to Make
Special Price*.
After a greet deal of effort and corna*
poodence, Q. A. Parc Her, tbe popular druggist, baa succeeded in getting tbe Dr.
Howard Co. to make a special half-price
inductory offer on tbe regular flfty-cent
•ise of their celebrated remedy for consti-

pation

and

Ohio, city of Toledo.
Lucas County,

cook

firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS foi ~ach and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of HALL’8
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CATARRH CURE.
8worn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this ttb day of December. A. D. ISM.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surthe
faces of
system. Send for testimonials,
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Tolsdo, O.
Sold by all Druggists. 76c.
Take Hall's Family
for oonstipation.

Piljs

Mon,

crprlin,

Immp«.rt«.

i„

S5T

rSJj

ubl„

Apply .i

A»ti,r„

tola.
€>*k Polol, in Treouin. ID mi,.
Mo. Klt.wonb. with good.lMd
locmtion for inimn tMd.M, Apel,to
KiiAworr* Lo«» * Briimsto AM’.
worth. Mg.

SOIT8A—At

loL

trlu

Rl.im.-B.
AGBNTB—M.n or wom.n lo Intro.
doc. btgb-grtd. .pcri.itlrt in
bom.; quick Ml... bln profli*. Writ, u ooei
Wnrru M.urr.cTuuiuo A luro.n.o c«
Bangor, M«.

LIVB

enough lo curry four.

Rulinbl. tor worn,.
AddrcM P. O. Bor m, Fll.wortb.

drl.u.

to

SttuattoiB QSantrt.
woman -with

two

Reliable
children.
home,

mu-

*»nu a place u hcm**kMp#T
and at fair wag*.
pleasant
Hafir,
encea exchanged.
Address E M
B., care

til

Amumca*. Ellsworth

iptml Kotina.
NOTICE TO

CONTRACTOR*.

State toad Work
proposal a for building a section of
State road In Raatbrook will ht received
by the municipal officers of Eastbrook until 5
p. in. Saturday. Aug ». l»lt at which time sod
place they will be publicly opened and read
Pinna and specification* may be seen at the
residence of w. B. Clow,
Each bidder mail accompany hia bid with a
certified check payable to tbe treasurer of
town of Kaetbrook
for 10 per cent of the
amount of his bid.
The tocceseful bidder will be required to
furnish a bond as provided by the r-'.atr r-ned
law.
Tbe right is reserved to reject any and all
W
bida
H. Clow.
G. 8. Moo«im,
W. B. K«rs h.
Helectmen of Ksatorook.

SEALED

STATE Or MAINE.
Office of Hoard of Mtaie Aaeeasora
August*. July 71. 1911.
iuw sathat

hereby given
will be in session
>rOTICE
il
sora* office In Bar Harbor
Is

aesacra

>

at

th-

»»«•*•

'at Mh
o’clock a. tn ; st ibt court
bouse in Ellsworth on Wednesday
<th
day of August, at 9 o’clock a. m s J 1915. ;a
tbe county of Hancock, to secure Information
to enable them to make a just eq.n ivtioc of
u:l to inthe taxable property in saidjeount
vestigate charges of concealment of
r.jpertjr
from taxation, of undervaluation ami of failure to assess property liable to taxation.
I
B. G. M< vrrxr.
R. kf. JOHWVT S.
J. J. Dbaksokn.
Board of State a**t»»ora
P H. Sterling, Bee.
on

day of August,

at 9

Tuesday

NOTICK.
for eoaetrucimg a tacin the town >1 Hanat the office of tha
selectmen until 9 o’clock p. m. July 2* '-Ml
Plans and specifications for the propoetd
work may be seen upon application
The selectmen reserve the right to rrjKl
C. W. Stsatt v
any and all bid*.
u. A. M ARTIS,
I H. Post.
Belectmeuof Hancock

proposals
tion of Hlate road
SEALED
cock will be received

u r..

Is hereby given that Percy L
of borrenlo. Maine, bs* a»*«
:'*r
application to the Maine
Examiners for examination for adru -'los w
the bar at the next session of the board to !»
held at Portland on the first Tuesday of
Lmomaud A. Picscg.
August.
Secretary of the Board.

NOTICE
Aiken,

CAUTION.
HKKKAH. Mr wife. Mary E A >y.*“
left my bed and boartf without ji<t
1 her. by forbid all person* from tru«*
lng her on my account, as I shall pay no biUi
of her contracting alter this date.
Cmaele* AitMT.
1 Sleaford, Me.. Joly 9,

\lf

T?
cause,

1H3-__

CAUTION.
Mauds <*•
\ITHEREA8. my wife, Mary
▼Y borne, haa left my bed and bos
out (oxt cause and provocation, I hereby for*
bid all persons from trusting or her dif
her upon my account alter this date.
Dam ik OssoaxiSullivan, July 11,

HU-___

Stotontiamnua.

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
MAIN!

■UAWOKTM,

iaarohet made ansi abstract*
and copiae (furnished on ehort
notice, and at ICAMMtHf WCK
OFFICE!

MORRISON. JOY I. CO. BLOCK.
■TATI

ITR.IT.
»

r •

tnuam. nu

dyspepsia.

Dr. Howard's remedy ha, been so remarkably successful in curing constipation, dyspepsia and all liver troubles, that
Mr. Farcher is willing to return the
price
paid in every case where it does not give

HEBRON ACADEMY
Founded 1804

Hebron, Maine

relief.

>

County and State aforesaid, and that said

Ta^7

nOUSKHOLD^FtjRNmHfNUsrj^r^
vU
>„«

»^u»r*.

Headaches, coated tongue, dizziness
gas on stomapb, specks before tbe eyes, For Girl,
i ■**
Prank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
constipation and all forma of liver and
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, stomach trouble are soon cured by this
State of

siis

Pr.onln

SLCCKSSrUL.

Induced Dr.

PURNWHI

nOrSBHOLD

lot 1 m.hogmny cbumbcr mi. oD,
i»i,d
u*k Mt: ptrlor mi.
m.d
•TllolM. M«. A. V CLAgg,

StturttBcnuiUa.
O.

\

Maine, t

...,*

to

urnr
just
Newly-constructed roads develop ruts pects, only tbe automobile question
much more quickly titan old pieces of
strong hold, and Mr. Kimball, and no

i

for Salt.

Perhaps some of us will have to modify our
views somewhat. I mu*t confess that I am
the Huts.
“Don't ruin the roads by ridiag in ruts,” in this class. I probably should have voted
should be tbe motto of every automobilist. last spring to admit automobiles, but I must
admit that, getting down to facts as they ars
Kut-riding is one of tbe greatest causes of
to-day, 1 feel that in so doing we would strike
poor roads to-day, and is something that a blow at our summer business that would be
everyone should strive to avoid.
too far reaching to see the end of.
We automobilist* cry for good roads,
Beal Harbor now has about seventy coton
our
to
mainwe
do
little
but
part
help
tages. which are all rented but six. The Seawe
them
after
once
side
Inn has 12ft guest*, the Glen Cove eightyand
tain
good
keep
Rut-riding is tbe result of five. and altogether Heal Harbor is strictly
get them.
"in it" for this season, if we don't kill it by
ignorance or the rankest kind of thought-

highway, and for this
bilists should use greater

Bar Harbor,

AUTO AND BUSINESS.

Qet Out of

lessness.

|

Payment F*lan
99 main street,

Easy

ri
FMFIMT
I y
V/LvCiTlCriT

Man Think* They Have
Mount
KnlnrvJ Summer Buslnea*.
bor, Tuesday, July 29.
Charles H. Clement, of Mt. I)e*ert< in *
The morning session will open at 9 45
letter to the Bangor Srtcs, eipfMlu some
with a devotional service, conducted by
of hi* view** a* to tbe auto-touri»t bu:<iRev. E. P. Daniels, in charge of the West
ness, and hi* reason* tor wishing tbe autoOouldsboro church. A brief business aes
mobile kept out of bit town. He write*:
•ion wfll follow.
I wish to take up tbe question of admitting
The topic for the morning session will
automobile* into tbe town of Mount Desert,
be, “The Message ot Unitarianism *o the
which comprises tbe village* of Otter Creek,
World of To-dsy.” Three addresses will
Beal Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Borne*be given ss follows: “Unitarianism and Title. No doubt in the near future a special
1- town meeting will be called to vote on this
Modern Thought;’' Rev. Adelbert
Hudson, of Quincy. Maas.; “Unitarianism question- Now it is up to u* to look this
and the new Social Order," Rev. Oscar B. proposition squarely In the face, not from a
Hawes, of Philadelphia; “Unitarianism personal, but from a public standpoint.
It would be a good idea to wait and see
and the Religion of the Spirit;" Rev.
wbat the consequence* wtll be if we accept
Thomas Van Ness, Boston. These adtbe law and admit automobiles.
dresses will be followed by discussion.
Bar Harbor fought the question out last
At 12 o’clock the conference will adjourn winter in the legislature, and got sutomohiles
•
for lunch. In accordance with
regular admitted into the town of Eden. Everybody
custom, this will be a basket lunch pro- immediately went crasy. so to speak. I witvided by the people who attend the con- nessed! the proceeding* at Augusta when tbe
question came np, and said to some of the Bar
ference.
Harbor people. "When you get it coming
The afternoon seasion will open at 1
will go automobile
o’clock. After a short business meeting, your way. everybody
crasy." Well, they have, and have ruined
addresses will be given on: “Opportunities their business.
snd Duties ot the Unitarian Church."
Now, let us take warning and vote on this
Rev. D. M. Wilson, of Kennebunk, will proposition soberly and with a view to betspeak on “The Duty of the Unitarian tering ou reel vea. Don't kill the "goose that
Church to the Community". Rev. A. H. lays the golden egg", for aa evsryoos knows,
Coer will speak on "The Larger Work ot n special town meeting is a very oncertaio
Eev. Henry Wilder guaranty except to thee* that are especially
the Conference".
interested: and we cannot get a fall vote on
Foote, of Boeton, will speak on “The so vital a matter as this automobile
question.
Unitarian Church In Amerioa".
Our summer visitors, to s man. ars opposed
T- A UV IMU iriCUV.C

Player Pianos

Small Instruments of all kinds, and everything In
the music Pnc. Talking Machines, Sewing Machines
and Supplies, Cabinets, Bicycles and Sundries, Va-

Postal

in the

United States. The plans contemplate the
purchase of s large number of automobiles
to be used

During the present month an immense
business has been built up In the handling ot parcels forwarded under the C. O.
D. regulation inaugurated July 1, 1913,

rate chart

a

the postal service will
perfectly useless, and that twenty years
in the first place there was absolutely no handle practically all of the small pactcage
business in the United
need of a government station at Latncine. transportation

ing

parties sharply aligned
than seven years.
upon all issues and feeling running
Then the gangrene appeared m hi*other
high, Mr. Peters presided over the foot, and after months
of intenee sufferHouse in such a
as to win the
tion,
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PARCEL

scientific medicine.
Bo great is tbe demand for this
remedy
tbat Mr. Parcber baa been able to secure
only a limited supply, and everyone who
ia troubled with dyspepsia, constipation
or liver trouble should call
upon him at
onoa, or send IB eanta and gat sixty dossa
of tbe beat medicine aver made, on this
special half-price offer, with bis personal
guarantee to refund tbs money if it does
not cure.

Steam

and

Boy,.

Scad tor 0»t«IaSu*

ELLSWORTH

Laundry and Bath

Rooms.

‘WO PAT, WO WABHWW."
All kind, of ta,*dry work don* M *l>“r» *°rc*Oood. Ballad tur and dallrerad.

M. B. KSTKY A OO.
gilkwortk- ^.
Stale at-

Tatey Building,

Snhacribe for Thx AmxbicAB
Adaarfiaar,

fw^TgE

AMMBICAN

from the law court.

Judgment for Defendant In Case
Whiting v*. Whiting.

On the Rural

Delivery

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Judgment for the defendant was the
finding of the l»w court in the case of
Hadie H. Whiting against Henry Whiting,
D. E.
Hurley for plaintiff; Peters A
Knowlton and W. £. Whiting for defend-

By OLIVE EDNA MAY

ant.

The rescript, which is by Judge Hanson,
follows:

Edward Bartlett, on route No. 4. free
rural delivery, was driving bis rattletbe road looking over
trap buggy along
the letters to be put In tbe next mall
tx>x. when he encountered George Irwin walking.
•'Anything for me. Ed?” asked Irwin.
-If there la you'll get It In your box,”
tbe postman.
I'm going out of town; on my way
to tbe station now. It would be an accommodation If you would give It to
me now if there's anything for me.
Otherwise It'll have to be forwarded."
Bartlett pulled up. Irwin drew near
him, and while the former looked over
a handful of letters the latter leaned
forward to see the addresses himself.
"There It l*r be exclaimed, making
a grab for one of tbe letters, and his
Interference resulted In the spilling of
some twenty of them on the ground,
wlille a doxen more fell within the bug.
Irwin apologised. and. picking up
gy.
the letters scattered near his feet, he
handed them to Bartlett.
"Did you take tbe letter addressed to
your asked the latter.
-So. It wasn't for me. I thought It
was. but I was mistaken."
“Now, see here, George Irwin, hereafter when I’m handling my mall you
keep your hands off It The next time
you do a thing like that I’ll have you
arrested for Interfering with a government officer In tbe discharge of bis du-

replied

ties."
"Sorry, Ed. I didn't Intend to Interfere.”
Bartlett drare on without making a
At Deacon Warder's box be
reply.
fonnd Susie Warder, the deacon's
daughter, aged eighteen, watting for
There was an Intensity In her
him.
face that Indicated anxious expectation. Bartlett had often delivered letters to her sddresaed In a masculine
hand, and by the way she hugged
them to her heart and ran Into the
house with them he had surmised that
they came from a lover. Instead of
putting the mall In the t>ox be handShe looked over It and
ed It to her.
her face fell.
AOUHDg morer
at the [H.stman

ane

asfteu,

|
I
|

Action of trover for eight bond* of the value
of *1.000 each. The writ is dated Jan* IS, 1911
Henry Whiting, the defendant, died Jan. 14.
1911, and hi* administrator, Samuel K Whiting, comes in and defend*. The case Is reported for Judgment upon so much of the
evidence as is legally admissible. The material facta are these:
In 1901. George W
Whiting and Henry
Whiting, brothers, rented a bos In the safe
deposit vault of the Union Trust company at
Ellsworth. The bonds which are the subject
of this suit were property of George W.
Whiting, and were deposited in that bos.
Both had access to the bos, but Henry Whiting. by some arrangement with his brother,
removed the coupons from the bonds, and the
amounts accruing therefrom were collected
and credited to the account of George W.
Whiting at the trust company.
It appears that Henry Whiting rightfully
came into possession of said bonds, and that
such arrangement continued until the death
of Henry Whiting, Jan. 24. 1911. It further
appears that Henry W'biting mads no charge
and received no compensation for any service
he may have rendered in connection with the
bonds.
George W. W’biting was twice married. He
has one daughter living, who was born of the
first marriage. He married the plaintiff in
September, 1910, and is now living at Elisworth. The plaintiff claims ownership of the
bonds In question nnder a bill of sale from
George W Whiting, dated Dec. 10. 1911, and
has a conveyance of all the property of George
W. Whiting
The forego!eg is substantially agreed to as
the Important details of the case to December, 1911. In relation to the ownership, location and cuktody of the bonds.
On Dec. 9,1911, D. E. Harley, acting for the
plaintiff, made demand by letter upon Henry
Whiting, asking for delivery of tbe bonds to
the plaintiff or to himself as her attorney.
So reply thereto was received by Mr. Harley
The plaintiff claims that
or the plaintiff.
about Jan. 1,1911. she matte formal demand
upon Henry W’hiUog at his home In Ellsworth. in the presence of her sister, Mrs.
Carr, who testified in answer to the plaintiff's attorney as follows:
Q. Will you tell the Jury what the conversation was that you heard between Mrs.
Whiting and Henry Whiting?
A. Mrs. Whiting asked Henry W'hiting to
deliver her up her bonds, and he told her that
he could not because Mr. Peters and Mr.
Hauoders had made a request for him not to
do

so.

toutuus

despairingly.
op
“That's all. Sorry 1 haven't one for
yon today. Mias Warder. Perhaps I'll
bring you one tomorrow."
“No. you wont," replied the girl, tears
starting to her eyes. “If It was to
come at all it would have come today.”
Bartlett sighed sympathetically. Dur
lng the rest of hla trip over hla route
his mind was more on Susie Warder
than on the mall
Her words “If It
was to come at all It would have come
today" remained with him. and be
couldn't banish them. What did they
mean? That the expected letter was
to have tieen from the lover he could
not doubt
Our minds now roll smoothly from
one train of thought to another, and
again they jump gaps. And yet there
1» doubtless a connection between the
two sides of the gap too subtle for us
to distinguish.
Bartlett's mind turned
from Susie's disappointment to George
Irwin's grabbing at the letters. Then
he made a mental jump, for there was
no
his
two
connection
between
thoughts. Susie's letter didn't come,
and perhaps George Irwin when he
picked up those that fell on the ground
retained one for Susie.
Though he knew of no reason for
such an act he couldn't dismiss the
suggestion. It occurred to him to turn
back and charge Irwin with purloining
a letter,
trusting to have struck the
correct
He looked at his
theory.
watch. It was 4 o'clock. He bad met
George about 32a There wri« no train
cither way out of the station between
825 and 4 >10.
He remembered to
nave heard the whistle of the 325
train while be was talking with George
The man had doubtless mnde his state
ment about going out of town falsely
and for a pretext to steel the letter.
When Bartlett reached these Inductive conclusions he had finished bis de
Uregy. ne drove rapidly back to tbe vll
lage, occasionally asking one be met If
he had seen George Irwin. Presently he
found a man who bad seen him and
gave the postman a clew to find him.
Bartlett found bis man on a road
where no one else was about
“Give me the letter you took!" he
•aid resolutely and confidently.
“The letter I took:
What do you
mean?"
"I mean that when you picked up
those that dropped on the ground you
kept one."
Irwin stood at bay.
Presently be
said: “You have no right to accuse
me
If you know I took a letter, surely you know to whom that letter was
addressed."
"I do—Susan Warder."
Irwin turned white. Bartlett must
have evidence against him that he did
not know of.

“What'll you do If 1 give It up?"
Til tell you what I’ll do If you don't
give It up." said Bartlett. Jumping out
his buggy. “I’ll break every pone
to your body.”
Irwin was cowed. Tremblingly be
Pot his band In his pocket, took out tbe
latter and banded It to tbe postman
Bartlett Jumped back Into hie buggy
and whipped up the horse for Deacon
Warder's. On giving Susie tbe letter
•Be opened It and her face lighted up
with Joy.
Bartlett told her all about the femoral of the letter from tbe malt and aha
told him that her lover and George Irwin were rivals
8* needed no further expleoertoe.

Mr. Hutson Saunders, the father of the
wife—former wife—of George Whiting.
Q. Did Henry Whiting at that time refuse
to deliver the bonds to your sister?
A.
He did.
Q. Did be tell her when he woold deliver
A.

them?
A. He did

not.

defendant.
Neither Henry Whiting in hia lifetime, nor
his administrator, claimed any ownership or
property in the bonds, or any interest adverse
to the true owner.
The plaintiff’s attorney, relying upon the
second demand, says that the ground of the
refusal to deliver the bonds to the plaintiff is
not a defense to this suit, and that the stand
the reasons
laien by Henry Whiting, and
given therefor, constitute conversion.
was
a
1.
That
Held:
Whiting
Henry
gratuitous bailee of the bonds In suit.
3. That the testimony fails to show any
act on hi« part tending to prove an intention
to deprive the
any other person,
of property in the bonds, or to appropriate

plaintiff.'or

them to his own use.
3. That the demand claimed was not supported by any evidence of change of ownership in the bonds, and the testimony utterly
fails to show a conversion. It is therefore
unnecessary to consider the question of

ownership.
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Anniversary.
The 150th anniversary ol the Machias
valley will be celebreted at Machias
August 5, 6 and 7, with a pageant which
will translate into drama, dance, pantomime and song, the incidents in the
history ol Machias.
A tribe ol
Paasamaquoddy Indians,
whoee ancestors lived and

(ought

in the

Machias valley, will act in the first episode. The principal parts in the colonial
episodes will be played, in many cases, by
descendants ol the first settlers, and ol
those who fought on the Unity, the first
naval battle of the revolution. About 800
persons ol the Machias valley will take
part in the scenes. Over 200 will dance in
the interludes. The pageant will be accompanied by the Machias band, a full
orchestra from Boston and a large chorus
ol mixed voices, under the direction ol
/
James A. Ecker, ol Boston.
The pageant site is a natural amphitheatre in Sylvan park, beween the forest
and the Machias river. The action ol the
scenes includes the hills across the river,
the river itself and the rolling country.
Virginia Tanner, ol Boston, who has
written and trained the pageant scenes,
and devised the pantomimic dances, is a
professional dancer and dramatic coach of
much

Charles Leslie and wife, of Smithville,
here Saturday visiting relatives.
Burton Conley and Earl Gray visited in
rremont last week, the guests of Wasson
were

Mrs. Winnie Hodgkins, with two children, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Frank E. Fernald.

success.

Two Children Drowned.
Theresa and Lucile McCarthy, of Livermore Falls, aged two and three years, were
drowned last night when an automobile
plunged through the railing of Dead River
bridge near Wayne Pond station.
Their uncle, John McCarthy and his

Reuben Rankin and wife, of Franklin,
here Sunday and Monday, guests of
Charles W. Smith and wife.

The merchant who doe* not adeertiee in
season makes it more profitable for

dull

those who do adeertiee.

Caatl or,

F. H. Lowell and son Erdman, of Tarrytown, N. Y., are spending two weeks with
relatives here and at North Penobscot.

Deer Isle.
Eastbrook.
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Franklin,

H. Brown went to Bangor Saturday,
spending the afternoon with Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Brown is recovering gradually from
W.

several

Gouldsboro,
Hancock,
IsleauHaut.

weeks

Lamoine,

and hopes to sit up within a few days.
Marion Avery, sister of Mrs. Henry
Hatch, and Mrs. Mary Crocker, a sister-in-

ago,

Mariavllle.
Mount Desert.
Orland.
Otis,
Penobscot.

Mrs.

law,

with her two daughters, Mrs. Daisy
McCaulder and Mrs. Evelyn Farmer, came
from Bucksport Monday afternoon by
automobile, spending the afternoon with
Mrs. HaL-b. They remained for tea, driving home in the evening.
Last Sunday morning and evening services were in charge of Miss Isa bell A.
Jordan, of Waltham. Miss Jordan’s sermons

She

Sedgwick,
Sorrento,
Harbor,
Stonlngtou,

Southwest
Sullivan.

Surry,
Swan’s

laland,
Tremont,
Trenton,

enjoyed by large audiences.
the guest while here of her cou-

were

was

Verona.

Waltham,
Winter Harbor,
Long laland Plant,
No.*,

sin, Mrs. Eugene Clough, and was accompanied by Mrs. Clough’s sister, Mrs.
Nettie DeBeck, of Waltham.
F. E. Hartshorn and wife, of New
Haven, left Monday morning on their return borne, after visiting here
several
days, guests of A. W. Ellis and wife. They
have

friends

many

here who

No. 21.
No. 83,
Totals,

al-

are

vacation.

Saturday evening about twenty of the
pastor’s friends came in on him for a
little surprise, in honor of his birthday,
on

Sunday.

pleasant

A

spent, during
served by Mrs. Guptill, asThe birthday cake was
by
feature of the evening on account of its

evening
ments

were

09

attractiveness, reflecting

siderable credit

on

its

EATON—At Deer Isle, July 3, to Mr and Mrs
Harry T Eaton, a daughter.
M’KOWN—At Long Island, July 11, to Mr and
Mrs Winfield H McKown, a daughter.
.SMALL—At Deer Isle, July 9, to Mr and Mrs
Grover C Small, a daughter.
WENTWORTH-At West Tremont, July 19. to
Mr and Mrs A A Weatworth, twins, son and
daughter.
YORK —At West Penobscot, July 14. to Mr
and Mrs Fred W York, a daughter.

con-

maker, Mrs. Martha

the way, Mrs. Witham has
made eleven such cakes since last Sep-

By

Witham.

“

A Shoe Store

Representing Shoe
Service as Distinguished from Mere
Shoe Selling.”.
to make a

Merely
to

get shoes

tain to
antee

tember, when she made one for the pastor’s wife on her birthday.

satisfaction for you. tVe are able to guarin its every sense and every meaning,

mean

good service

because

we

are

merchandise.

sincerity

of Our

J. A. Ritchie and daughter Inez

visiting

in

Mrs,

visiting

CO US IN 3—STEWART—At Ellsworth, July 22.
by Rev T S Ross, Mrs Sadie M Cousins to
Albert Stewart, both of Ellsworth.
ERSKI NE—PAGE -At Bucksport, July 16, by
Rev A B McAlister. Miss Ella Mabel Erskine
to Harry Cobb Page, both of Bucksport.
FRANKLIN-GARLAND—At Ellsworth, July
16. by Rev P A A Killam. Miss Effie I Franklin to Charles O Garland, both of Lakewood.
HOWARD—GRAY—At Rockland, June 24, by
Rev P A Alien, jr, Mrs Mary A Howard to
Charles F Gray, both of Deer Isle.
WHITMORE-DOW—At Verona, July 16. by
Rev. William Forsyth, of Bucksport, Miss
1-aura Augusta Whitmore, of Verona, to
Norman R Dow. of Ellsworth.

visit-

George

son

are

relatives in Auburn.

N. Jewett and Hollis Patterson have
have purchased automobiles.
A.

C. H. Nickerson, of township 32, visited
parents, I. W. Nickerson and wife,

his

recently.
Richard Dorr, of Aurora, is with his
uncle, George Htickney, through the haying season.
Wilfred

Rev.

Harrison gave

Huuriay evening, July 13,

Gypsy

on

a

lecture

the

life ol

Smith.

Carroll

the home of

Harold Kenniston and

are

at

wife

days.
Mrs. Leota Eddy and little son Dorrance
have been visiting at the home of Charlet
for

a

few*

Smith ar.d wife.

!

BURNS—At Trenton, Ju’y 18, Miss Flora E
Burns, aged 68 years.
At Cobden.
JARVIS
Ill, July 8. Joseph
Russell Jarvis, a native of Ellsworth, aged 75
years. 8 months. 29 days.
M'KOWN—At Long Island, July 12. infant
daughter of Mr aud Mrs Winfield H McKown. aged 1 day.
At Birch Harbor, July 14, Mrs
PETTEE
Esther J Pettee. aged 65 years.
WESCOTT—At Birch Harbor, July 19, Mrs
Charlotte H Wescott. aged *8 years.
—

UtrtjKtUBSWtttfc

Aurora last week.
Walter

Mrs. Guy Hib-

children, of Lampoe, Cal.,

who have spent the last two months with
their parents, Henry Silsby and wife, are
now in Bar Harbor for a week’s visit with
relatives.
c.
July 21.
_______

Weather Reports by Wireless.
Wireless storm warnings and general
weather

forecasts for

ships

at

sea, covshore all

ering conditions 100 miles off
along the Atlantic coast, is the latest
innovation of the agricultural and navy
departments. Hereafter, every night, a
few minutes after 10 o’clock, bulletins
will

be

broadcast

sent

naval wireless

from the

great

stations at Radio, Va., and

Key West, Fla.
The messages will reach mariners hundreds of miles at sea, telling of conditions
existing along the coast from Sydney,

N. S., to Bermuda and Pensacola, forecasting the weather for forty-eight hours,
and give special warnings of severe
storms.

BWjcrtisnumtv-

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
Acts
peculiarly

directly and
the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes Jt, and in this
way builds up the whole system. Take it. Get it today.
on

In usual liquid form or In chocolate
coated tablets called 8amat*ba.

Without
lisher may demand.
there can be no results, and without
results the monev which the advertiser
iamb is lost -Leavenworth (KeneaeJ
rimoe.

sure

of

our

not

Special attention to people with foot troubles.
ARCH SUPPORTS FITTED.
ELLSWORTH,

I

MAINE
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Fire Insurance

|

f

ME.

ELLSWORTH,
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Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with
Insure with
Insure

companies that are reliable.
companies that are safe and sound.
with companies that pay losses iminedi

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

owners will

Fire

Insurance

with E. ,T.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

PLUMBING,

WHEN IN PORTLAND

1913

1882

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

STO F* AX

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks”

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

S& CHASE HOUSE
City Hall
and Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone
Midway

between

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

New

EDWARD F. BRADY,

j

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

WANTED—LADIES

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
TRANSIENT* RATES

Memorials
in granite and marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the State or
out. Shops at
Water St., Ellsworth,
Glen Mary St., Bar Harbor.

H. W. DUNN.

To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combings.

ROOMS ONLY $1.00 PER OAY AND UP.
ROOM ANO BOARD $2.00 PER DAY AND UP.

H. E. THURSTON.

Munjoy

insurance, Real Estate.

be protected from fire by placing their

DIED.

Mrs. Ella Wit hey, of Bangor, with hei
children, visited relatives in Amherst and

Fletcher, who was recently
graduated from the Brewer high school,
is at home for a few weeks.

we

—

—

Mace and wife, of Bangor,

intentions and

our

hope that you will test the
service next time you purchase shoes ?

MARRIED.

are

Hampden.

Frank Giles and

of

sure

May

AMHERST.
Mrs.

Balejis not satisfaction for us; merely
shopping list, is by no means cer-

off your

BORN.

friends.

and

size

which refresh-

was

sisted
a

falling

*33,775

Hancock County porta.
Franklin—Sid July 16, »ch J S Beachman,
New York
Sid July 19. sch Portland Packet, Boston
West Sullivan—Sid July 16, sch Georgietta,
Boston
81d July 18, sch Manie Saunders, New York
Ar July 22, sch Lottie Beard
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 14* sch Lillian
from Gloucester with salt for Frank McMullin, of McKinley
July 20, schs Annie F Kimball; Hilda Emma

noon to conduct the service there in the
absence of the pastor, who Is enjoying a

the event

(36.432 66

MARINE LIST.

glad to welcome them, if only for a
few days each summer.
Mr. Hartshorn
went to North Ellsworth Sunday after-

ways

Century Boot Shop

j

Cranberry Ialea,
Dedham,

Many advertisers forget that advertisin a newspaper is valued acchauffeur, George Burkett, narrowly es- ing space
to the circulation of that paper.
caped ^drowning. Mr. McCarthy, with cording
Advertising space in a Journal without
two riba fractured, rescued Burkett, who,
circulation is dear at any price the pubcould not swim, and than collapsed.
circulation

a

Brooklin,
Brooksvllle,
Bucks port,

were

operation performed

School Common
and m’ll
school
fund
fund
* 252 90
* 156 SO
75 88
81 81
1,604 18
1,227 45
877 93
519 45
1428 27
797 14!
2.090 46
1,599 <4 !
908 22
930 54
426 32
416 78
303 48
217 58
2480 91
1410 80
227 61
150 85
4,472 79
9.168 46
8.211 88
3461 91
1.206 71
735 47
1.322 82
828 58
917 67
666 67
155 86
177 48
483 55
355 00
151 75
116 64
1,781 17
8,012 72
683 00
1,181 42
106 39
88 04
683 95
1411 48
989 98
553 50
166 20
257 34
852 65
780 96
1,708 91
1,145 92
29
1.083
741 51
785 94
487 21
827 86
484 92
775 20
1410 20
251 43
317 94
216 78
144 16
206 94
150 89
606 96
751 30 |
249 80
110 68
2* 92
86 07
28 92
57 18
57 82
65 91

Amherst,
Aurora.
Blnenill.

Pap ley.

the

3bbrrtisnnrnte.

MONEY.

Thl* Year’s Apportionment Among
Hancock County 'Towns.
The following table shows the school
and mill fund end the common school
fund as apportioned in Hancock county:

Mrs. Hattie Jarvis, of Islesford, has
been visiting relatives here.

betts and their

HISTORICAL PAGEANT.
alley

home from his work at
Harbor for two weeks.

Mrs. M. S. Kelliher and

The entry will be:
judgment for the defendant.

>

Bar

Mrs. Lillian Orcutt, of Bangor, is
ing Mrs. Bewail Nickerson.

Henry W'bittng did not deliver the bonds to
the plaintiff, and this suit followed. The defendant dentea that Henry Whiting at any
time, or in any manner, was guilty of conversion of these bonds. To prevent.it is incumto
both
bent upon the plaintiff
prove
property in herself and conversion by the

.llnrnias

Henry

of

STATE SCHOOL

Moore is

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,

R. F. HIMMELEIN,

PROPRIETORS
Hill Cars pass the

__

4JI.5O

175 TREMONT

STREET, ROOM 57
BOSTON, MASS.

door

Commission ffimijantB.

Albert L.
CIVIL

Whipple,

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless And them of value.

MECHANICAL Engineer
SORRENTO, MAINE.

Congregational

Land

Designs,
Surveying,
and Estimates

Specifications
of costs of

Emission piercha^

Dams, Retaining

Church

Walls, Mill, Factory and Hydraulic Structures and Equip-,

Centennial

ments.

|

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD

A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th
anniversary of the founding
Office Day : FRIDAY
of the First Congregational
BaEgor Office : 12 Qrove St.
church of Ellsworth has been
compiled and published in
pamphlet form. This pamCivil Engineer,
phlet is on sale (price 50c per
Land Surveyor.
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
The proJ. A. Thompson.
Corrispondtnce Solicited.
ceeds will be donated to the ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.
church.

New Location Manning Blk.

Veals and Lamhs
After June 30 it will be necessary for these to be inspected at
the time of slaughter. If not so
inspected and stamped, they will
be liable to seizure under the Massachusetts law.

professional CarBs.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
ALICE

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing

THE—

GARMENT8
Men's

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur

"Clarion”, it 1*
sure to meet erery requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. 8old by
naoe—if it la

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

DR.

Women'*.

DAVID FRIEND,

Ellsworth,

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
Ageut Uuion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

....

Maine

P. j. FLAGG,

Veterinarian.
OFFICE

WEST

AT

miOOKSVILLE,

MAINE,

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street

sind

SC OT T

II

SPECIALTY MAI»K OF

Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

DR WILLIAM SEMPLE,
OSTEOPATH.

Pul LIbm of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AND FIXTURES.
WM« ud
Ckawtali,
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ester Building, Bute St..
Ellawactt

CatlaaiM

m

IN

ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS ud FRIDAYS

Bangor office: The Colonial.
2

5 p. m.

Hours

COUNTY NEWS.
BLUEHLLL.
BRIDGE

trophy last summer), Mr. and Mrs.
Strobe!, Mrs. Fowler, Miss Weston and
Mr. A. S. Thomas. The call for the tirst
meeting

was

combining

a

in the form of

some

and at

Mrs. Janie Stanley and son, of Holden,
Saturday after three weeks'
vacation
with
her
George
parents,

returned home

Mrs. Berman and Mrs.

“He-who-lives-above-tbe-Cloudland")
Mighty Manager of Bridgemilla,
Whilom Whip of Whooping Whiftitea,
Toiler True at Tilting Tourneys:
“Come July the twenty-second,
(Tuesday, third day of the week ’tis)
And the hour of eight at evening.
Hasten, denizens of Blue Hill.
Dwellers on the Point of Parker
And the country circumjacent.
All who hear the chieftaiu's war-cry—
Gather at the Tepee Oaklodge.
Home of Roses, Judge and Lady,
(Graced, too. by a beauteous Rosebud).
Come in war-paint; bring arms with yon.
Trump and tenac?. ruff and honors.
There do battle for the trophy
In the hands of Big Chief Kneisel.
Banish pity! Give no quarter!
Hew and batter, thrust and parry
Till the tournament be ended
And you hold the cup as winner!”
Heed the halloo of H. E. K..
Enemies of evil ennui.
Keen-eyed keepers-up of knighthood.
Rally “round the raff and rubber,
Earnest, eager, make endeavor
Home to hike with howl horrific.
Bearing back the Badge of Bridgedom

Boston,

July

the

score

and

Brookline, Mass.,

are

B.

are

at

Charles

The Building of Arts committee has angiven
Saturdays in August, at 4 p. m., as follows:
Aug. 2, the Balalaika orchestra; Aug. 9,
Horatio Connell and Bonarius Grimson;
Aug. 16, not yet definitely arranged, but

probably

Ruth St.
Denis, the
dancer; Aug. 23, Miss
Wyman and Willem Durieux; Aug. 30,
Miss Greta Torpadie and George Harris,
jr., in pastoral scenes.
be

famous classical

Services st the Unitarisn church Sunday
morning at 10.45. Rev. John Coleman
Adams, D. D., of Hartford, Conn., will
preacfc. Mr. Adams is one of the leading
Universalist preachers in the country. He
Universalist minister for more
than forty years, holding pulpits in New
England, Chicago, New York, and for the
last twelve months at Hartford.
He Is
well known as the author of half s dozen
important volumes, and is s preacher of
has been

unusual

of

a

Sumner, of
in town for a short
of

Council

Bluffs, la.,
Johnson.

are

guest* of Mr*.

Joseph

wife,

!

ecu.

Henry T. Moore, superintendent of
tennis club,.was in Boston a few days

NORTH LAMOINE.

Helen

Miss

spending

re-

Dixon,

Lake George.

of

V., is the guest of Mias Rachel Man-

N.

mother, Mrs. E. V. Young.
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife spent a few
days the first of the week here, returning
to South Gouldsboro Tuesday.

with relatives at East Lamoine.

Paul, Minn., are at their cottage at Parkers point for the season.

Mrs. Lin wood Beckwith and infant son,
who are spending the summer in Ells-

Kenneth Osgood, of Providence, R. I.,
is spending his vacation with his parents,

Eugene S. Osgood

worth,

visited relatives here last week.

Robie Norwood and family came from
Southwest Harbor in an automobile for a
short visit to Mrs. Norwood's parents,
George H. Coggins and wife, Sunday.
Frederick and Agnes Tweedie returned

and wife.

Coburn Haskell and family, of Cleveland, O., are in town for the summer, occupying the Johnson cottage.
Mrs. F. A. Merrill and daughter Ruth,
of Dorchester, Mass., are occupying the
Parker cottage on South street.
H.
July 21.

with them to

join

their mother there later

in the week.

July

Francis

preached
evening.

at

G.

the

D.

Peabody,

union

D.,
Sunday

church

F. A. Schaeffer has returned to act
as

swimming pool the

as

same

last year.
is
at

Kimball house.
Baltimore

work held

school

of

needle-

art

exhibition and aale at

an

the

Kimball house July 15 and 16.
The Neighborhood bonse dramatic club
is holding rehearsals for “The Elopement

Ellen", which it will present soon.
“Magnum Donum", for many years the
summer home of the lute Bishop Doane,
has been taken for the season by Robert
Brewster and family.
Rev. Henry Van Dyke, D. D., preached
at the union church Sunday morning.
Next Sunday the preacher will be Rev.
Heny W. Foote, of Boston.
Mr. Kendall, an architect from the office
of Peabody A Stearns, Boston, was in
town one day last week, Inspecting the alof

W. Frazier and family, of Philadelarrived recently. Mr. Frazier has had
considerable work done upon his driveway which greatly adds to the beauty of

SOCTH

Sunday

morning.

Bishop

and family are spending the
at Vaughn cottage No. 1.

George

Pepper

W.
who

were

family,

and

not

of

sum-

Phila-

numbered among

colony here last season, are
among the late arrivals, and are occupying their summer cottage on School bouse
summer

summer

Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins, of Chicago, is
F. M. Watson's for the summer.
Dr. Aimee K.

gain in the condition of Mrs.
E. A. McNeil is reported after weeks of
illnese.

Miss Roberta Woodruff and friend. Miss
Dallett, of Ridley Park, Pa., arrived last
week at “Knoll Top”, Georges pond.

at

Mrs.

H.

B.

Bragdon ia confined to her

Killough
sister, home with an attack of lameness which
Miss Mary E. Killough, of Michigan City, i
friends hope may soon yield to treatment.
Ind., are the guests of Mrs. C. R. Bunker, i
Mrs. Addie Dunn and daughter, Misa
at “Hillcrest”.
Bernice, with Mias Hilda Blaisdell, enMrs. Annie Smith and daughter Blanche I
joyed a week-end outing at camp “Laughare home from
Newton, Mass., for the ing Water”.
and

her

summer.

of

July

B.

21.

L. A. Penny, wife and little daughter,
Bangor, are at R. H. Young’s for a few

EAST FRANK LIN.

days.
3iis8

T.
i*erina

vvooster

is

home

Waltham. Mass., to spend her vacation
mother, Mrs. A. E. Wooster.
N.

McCrillis and Miss Bessie
Haggert, of Norway, and Miss Blanche
Reed, of Portland, are guests at C. 8. Colwell’s.

:

Mrs. Edward Keith and children, and
Miss Gertrude Coogina, from Campello,
Mass., add L H. Cooglns and son Russell,
of Mslden, Mass., are spending a few
weeks with their parents, W. T. Coogins
and wife.
W.
July 16.

Mrs. Lucetta King, of Billerica, Mass.,
a week-end guest of Mrs. F. E. Bis is

dell.

Mrs. Minnie Hardison gave

lawn

party
at her home Saturday evening, for the
church.
of
Methodist
benefit
the
T.

M.

Blaisdell
last

attend

the

to

ill

a

and

family went to
by automobile,
weddings of Mias Ella
week

21._B.

Mrs. Christie Swinehammer, of Boston,
is visiting her parents, Howard Gordon
and wife.

F.'Crawshaw,

of

Boston,

is

a

guest at Frank Young's.
Mrs. Ethel Leighton and family, of
South Gouldsboro, have been viBiting

The Misses Hurlburt,

who

have

WEST TKEMONT.

been

visiting their uncle, Reuben Hurlburt,
have returned to East Franklin.
M. L. Stevens lodge, K. of P., has elected
C. C., Robert
the following officers:
Abel; V. C., Forrest Crabtree; prelate,
F. Leighton, M. of W., Ed. Dockham;
Jf. of F., J. B. Have/; M. of E., Roacos

Murphy,

who has

been

very

ill

past week, is better.
Herbert Heed has gone to Portland,

tbe

w

here he has

employment.

The West Tremont improvement society
met with Mrs. Otis Walls July 18.
Mrs. Irving Torrey, with daughters
Helen and Mabel, is visiting ber mother
at Swan's Island.
Bert Murphy, with ber two sons,
Rockland, is visiting her sister, Mrs.

Mrs.
of

Murphy.
Nelson Thurston, wife and sons Raymond and Robert, returned to their home
William

in

Bangor last week.
Mrs. Hannah Harper, of Center, is visiting her nieces, Mrs. Wilder II. Robbins
Mrs.

Pomroy.
Eye, who

Sadie

spent two

It

19.
_

Albert H. Maars is spending two weeks
bungalow.

at his

Miss Edith Benson, of New York, is visiting Mrs. Alice Burkhart.

Joseph Leighton,

of

Bar Harbor,

was

tbe

guest of William Emery Sunday.
Clarence Smith, wife and children, of
Bar Harbor, are at Clarence Young's.
Mrs. Augusta Bartlett and Roy Pres by
and wife, of Melrose, Mass., were guests
of Henry Bartlett Sunday.
Hi bbard.
July 21.
EGYPT.
T. P. Austin has returned home from
Newark, N. J., after four month's stay.

King

has

returned

from

general hospital, Bangor.
Mrs. Charles Stanley left Friday for
Boston to enter a hospital for treatment.
All hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Isaac Stanley ia In a hospital
in Brewer, where she underwent a serious
operation. At present she is doing nioely.
Mr. Stanley returned home Saturday for
a

day or t wo.
July 20.

in town

were

Saturday
Augusta.

on

employed

as

Bowikers.

new

Baptist chapel

arrived

Friday, and services were held in the
chapel Sunday afternoon, July 20. Hev.
July

Wentworth and wife ore receiving
on
the birth of twin

congratulations

babies, a son and daughter, born July 19.
Wilder B. Robbins, who hot been home
short

visit,

tor

a

his

vessel, the

morning to rejoin
J. Frank Beavey, in Bangor.
left this

visiting her son, A.
Mrs. Bain spent the
A. Wentworth.
winter in Florida and has been with her
sons in Rockland and Northeast Harbor
Mra. A. A. Bain ia

Jen.
_

Services
be held
Sunday
Channing chapel at 3 p, no. Rev. A. H.
who
is
in charge
Coar, of Holyoke, M%ss.,
of the summer work along Frenchman's
will preach.
in

“Doan’s Ointment cared me of eczema that
had annoyed me a long time. The core was
permanent." Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, August a. Me.-idtt.
For Cots, Baras and Bruises
In every home there should be a box of
Bucklen’s Arnict. Salve, ready to apply in
every case o1 burns, cuts, wounds or scalds
J H Polanco, Delvalle, Tax., R. No. 1, writes:
“Buokten's Arnica Salve saved my little girl’i
cat foot. No one believed it could be cored.'
The world's beet salve. Only Me. Recommended by all druggists.

school.

mer

W. H. Milliken and wife, of Malden,
Mass., have been (pending a few days
w ith D. G. Libby and wife.
J. B. Cole, of Watervllle. has spent the
past week with his brother, L. P. Cole, and
visiting among old neighbors.
Rev. Thomas Van Ness, of Boston, will
preach at t be service to be beld next Bunday in the union ebureb at 10.4S a. m.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church met Thursday with Mrs. Wasgatt,

lighthouse,

at the

S.

Rupert Blance, who

baa spent a few
with bis mother in Brooklln, bas
returned to the borne of his grandfather,
Charles Blance.

Cnity club
Libby,

Daniel

Curtis Young spent tbe week-end witb
family here.
Mrs. Cora Smallidge la employed at tbe

Freeman house.

hia

Boston, is expected

at

Bartlett’s Island this

week.

George

Thursday with Mrs.
a good attendance.
It

for W. H. Freewbarf is

Davis is at work

man, until work

on

Loring

tbe

resumed.

at

Mr*. Helen Weecott end children, and
Cain, of Rockland are visiting
their father, Oept. Yette Cain, at
Bnrnt
Island.
July 16.
f
Miss Alice

EAST 8CRRY.
Mrs. Ellen Uro*a,of Ellsworth, is visiting
friends here.
Mr*. Celia Fullerton and grandson
Arthur spent Sunday with Mrs. dross ■;
M. D. Chatto's.
Bow den, of Sargentvllle, with
mother and sister Flora, and Miss
Jennie Urindle made an automobile call
Chandler

his

on

relative* her*

Local Evidence

Evidence that

Workman, entertained a dinner party Haturday which included W. F. Bruce and
wife, £. H. Kingston and wife, and Mrs.
J. T. Main.
C.
July a.

Miss Beulah Wight is working at I. B.
Goodwin’s fora few weeks.

Mrs. Inet Grindie has been visiting her
sister Msrgie for a few days.
Miss Both Perkin* ha*

recently

received

pony and outfit.
Miss Violet Perktna, of Sedgwick, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. B. C. Condon.
beautiful black

Mrs. Amine Davit returned July 1?
from s visit in Baugor and Waterville.

Johnson,

Edward

paid
July

visit

short

a

Dedham, Mss*.,

of
to

bis

friends

here

can

we

verified.

be

want.

Opinion ia not enough.
Opinion* differ.
Here's

an

J^laworth

fact.

teqft U.
A. M. Frank*, carpenter, High St., Flitworth, Me., says: About two year* ago I
noticed my back growing lame. At time
pasted, the trouble got worse. Finally
I got to bad that I had to lay off from
work for several daya. When suffering in
that way I got a supply of Doan's Kidney
PUia at Moore's Drug Store. The first
few doeea helped me, and after 1 had used
can

boxes of this remedy, I was cured.
Last fall ! caught cold and it settled on
my kidney*, causing another attack. i
had not forgotten what Doan't Kiducy
Pills had previously done for me, and 1
began using them again. 1 was quickly
cured."
two

16.

ADDED FRAlftK.

El win Nevells and family, of Portland,
are visiting bis Errand mot her, >lr»
Maria
Wrtcott.
to

Fact U what

Too

Mrs. Martha Staples spent last week in
Water vi lie.

c.

atmrt'istmtn’.e

Mrs. J. M. Williams, assisted by her
daughters, Mrs. N.B. Ray and Mis. G. N.

_'_

Thursday.

July 21.

Mias Alioe Bunker, of Washington,
D. C, who is spending the summer in
Franklin, wO a recent guest of her
cousin, Mrs. C. C. Larrabee.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

this

The State road ia well under
way, and
will be finished in about six weeks.
Ivan Hodge is home from the Rockland
theatre, where tie ha* played all winter.

hold the annual fair at the
usual place August U.
The W. F. Bruces, with their guests,
K. H. Kingston and wife, of Melrose,
Maas., ware goeets of the R. D, Unptilla
in Uouldsboro Thursday.

Frank McDonald and wife have moved
Northport, where Mr. McDonald has

work for

a year.
Miss Beta Grindie, of Sacramento, Cat.,
and Miss Doris Bands, of Hallowed, are
visiting their sunt, Mrs. George Leach.

Miss

Ethel

Rhinds

returned

Bucksport July 15,

home in

after

with her college classmate, >fi*s
Gray, U. of M., *15.

to
a

her
visit

Ethel

Mr.

Frank*

wa*

interviewed

several

year* later and be said: **1 confirm ill
I said in my previous endorsement of
of

Doan's Kidney

continued
other

Pills.

publication

I

for

authorize it*
the benefit of

kidney sufferer*. I have never had
sign of my former complaint

any serious
since.”

For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents,
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
He member the name—Doan's -and take
no other.

19._G.
ISLE.

Robert Hatch Is visiting
mother, Mrs. U. D. Hatch.

hisjgrand-

Marietta Lowe, of Abtngton, Mass., is
Hatch for her vacation.

Liua Greenlaw and Miss Anthony went
to Calais Thursday for a short visit.

Capt. Jason Greenlaw
Wednesday fora
family.
boro

July

came

few'

fromJUles*

days with his

preached in the Msthodi.t
13. There U always a warm

(or him here.

The children's concert

Sunday, July 13,
Methodist church, was very pleasCleste Hendrick
ing.
and Clara Stinson for the management of
at the

Much credit Is dus

the affair.
of

borne at

summer

met
with

summer

decided to

welcome

bis

picnic

a

weeks

church

PRETTY MARSH.

Judge Coring,

enjoyed

aad

supper.

a

Williams Is
preaching
the union church.

Claranee

Dr. C. E. Bronson, ol Philadelphia, arrived Tbarsday to join his family at K. C.
Cole’a residence.

%

L. E Stinson took his littia daughter
Dorothea to Portland Wednesday for advice in regard to her syea, which have
been causing her considerable trouble.
Mrs. Maynard Stinson accompanied tnem.
H.
July 19.
__

since

July

May.

Hsnnab Gilley,who has been visitdaughter, Mrs. Lulu Reed, at
Swan's Island, came home Sunday, accompanied by ber daughter and family, also
her son Sullivan and family, of New York,

G.

21.
_

BASS HAKBOK.

COREA.

Eva Wooater, of Warren, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Maurice Tbureton.
) Miss Julia Panning left Tueaday for a
trip to England. She expects to be away

Mrs.

ing

ber

Miss

Miss

Maud Stewart baa gone to Bar

Harbor, where she is employed.
Ray Stewart, engineer of the yacht Vir-

spend a couple of months here. gina, spent Sunday with bis parents here.
Gilley will return with her son to
Mias Velma Stewart has gone to Goulds-

York for the winter.
July 21.

Thelma.

BIRCH HARBOR,

spend a week*
Miss Ruby Y. Kidder.
July 2L
boro to

with

about six weeks.

The annual fair for the benefit of the
was held at the pavilion Wedneeday afternoon and evening, and was a
success in every way.

ber.couain, library
8.

_

Rev. W.

H. Rice made

a

business

trip

Esther

died at

J.,

her

widow of

home

here

were
untiring in their devotion.
Mrs. Pettee was a member of the grange
in Winter Harbor and a faithful worker
Four chilin the Sunday school here.
Mrs. W. E. Perdren survive her
kins, Mrs. A. Q. Leighton, E. A. and
E. N. Pettee, all residents of this village.
The sons were away, but came home to
attend the funeral. Services were held
at the home Wednesday afternoon, Rev.
E. S. Drew, officiating.

who

next

Miss Esther Holbrook is at work
for Dr
Jones’ ai Moor*'a Harbor.

intendcnt,

21.

y. z.

ISLE AC HALT.
Mrs. Julia Coomha ia in poor
h«alth.
James Collins is at work in Rockland

Miss Alta Cole bas returned from Destine, where she has been attending sum-

Mrs.

where her husband is

chauffeur for the

Seats for the

Sunday

Ja,ya>-__x.

Miss Addle Robinson Is
clerking for*
John K. Harter.

8QUTH DEER

Kumill has gone to High

Mrs. Arthur

Head,

and

wilt

cock.

band and sons,

July

Chester Bobbins and wife, of Atlantic,

to

John Stinson baa Joined ber husfor a few w eeks in Han-

Mrs.

Bisho-

Wife, who have spent a few days
relative* here, left Hatorday for their
Donat Kart port. They made the
trip j„ «.
Hairs autumobilc.

P. Cleave* end two eons, ol Ber Herbor, were at L. W. Cleavea' Sunday.
Mies Addie Bunker, of Franklin, Is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. C. Larrabee.

Lilac.
SEAL COVE.

to stay longer than
they intend*)
Fred Hall and write and Hanford

O

_

their way to

batineee trip

»

the last ol the week.

Bangor

MANSET.

Boston, it much improved in
health since she came home.

Newell Pettee,
Monday, after
a
long illness of nervous prostration,
aged about sixty-five years. She was
tenderly cared for by her two daughters,

will

August l.

Mr. Moore preached.
has

Mrs. George Beers and little granddaughter Marjorie, of Vanoeboro, are visiting Mrs. Beers' daughter, Mrs. Mabel

Campbell.
July 21.

Edward Bartlett and wife, of New
Haven, Conn., left for their home Wednesday, after spending a month with Mrs.
Bartlett's mother. Mrs. Emma Willard.
Their daughter Doris will remain until

July

Or>t, U. W. Cole made

obliged
and

PKOBPKCT HARBOR.

was

the East Maine

P. K. 8.

here last week.

last week.

The many friends of Mrs. F. E. Pettingill are pleased to see her out again after
many weeks of a serious illness.

O.

relatives here.

WINTER HARBOR

Dr. George A Philips attended the convention of the Maine dental association at
Portland last week.
Mrs. Alberta Hooper, of East Franklin,
with son Thomas, visited her aunt, Mrs.

21.

Isaac

Mrs.
New

GOU LDSBORQ.
Charles

nesday.

who will

sev-

K. of P. hall Saturday

for

Miss Pannie

A. A.

Workman and wife, of Bangor,
have moved back to their old home here.

July

been

evening was largely attended.
George Perrin and wife and Mrs. James
R. Ash visited Mrs. Nancy Ash last Sunday.
Mrs. G. H. Welch, of East Franklin, and
Mrs. Harry Hardison called on friends
here Sunday.

Haney Ash,

North-

[Erskine.

WE8T SULLIVAN.

at

Wallace has gone to

Bucksport

have spent two
theit home Wed-

who

weeks

months in

Frank

is

Minn.,
here, left

neapolis,

colony is expected to be presinfluence with the

and Mrs. A. A.

with

cars

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. 8. R. Scsmmous.

summer.

The dance

loading

Lin wood

E. H. Bunker and wife, of Bangor, are
Miss L E. Wooster’s house

Bradbury Smith,
eral days, is out again.

is

east Harbor to work.

L.

who has

Blaisdeli

Miss Yalrna

occupying
for the

M.

curbing for Bangor.

from

with her
Mrs.

July

A decided

summer.

Irving McFarland, employed in Sm>rna
Mills, who has been visiting bis parents,
Lester McFarland and wife, left Friday.
Mrs. Kingsbury and children, of East
Corinth, have befen visiting her cousins,
George snd Lewis Hail, the past ten days.
Irving R. Goodridge and wife, of Min-

annual meeting of tbe village imMaster Harold Coomba gave a birthday
provement society at the Neighborhood
last Friday, it being his fifth birthbouse July 15, the automobile questiou party
was discussed.
The members of the so- ! day.
Mrs. Jennie Green, of Olamon, has been
ciety, most of whom are summer visitors,
art- unanimously opposed to the adrnisvisiting Mrs. Frank H. Jordan for the
mission of automobiles into Mt. Desert.
pest week.
William Greth and wife, of Passaic, N.
Next Friday a special town meeting
w iU be held when the voters of Mt. Desert
J., spent a week recently with their sister,
will be given an opportunity to cast their Mrs. Georgs H. Jordan. They came in
ballots for or against the admission of their automobile.
M.
automobiles.
A large representation of
July 21.

D. O.

James Savage, who accompanied his
grandmother. Mrs. Hodgkins, from Chifor the
cago, is with C. F. Dadmun,

Mrs. F. H. Young is visiting her daughter, Mrs. C. C. Palmer, in Dexter.
Mias Erma Soule, of Smyrna Mills, who
has been the guest of Miss Sadie McFarland, returned home on Friday.

voters.

Campbell and son, of Sargentville,
were in town Monday.
Mrs. A. P. Havey and little daughter
Mrs. Maria Merchant and.sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth, of Weal Sullivan, were in town
Eunice Gould, of Ellsworth, are at Mrs.
Friday.
Merchant's home for the summer.

sixty-

21._C.

ent and to exert their

FRANKLIN.

HANCOCK.

July

the estate.

the

boot

a

Services were held at the
home Monday afternoon. Rev. E. S. Drew
officiating.

W.

delphia,

Edeavor and

Baptist cburch, Christian
Sunday school. Her age was

PARTRIDGE COVE.

phia,

___

Frank Trundy, of Massachusetts, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Abbie Wooster.

five year* ago. One sister and
died
two brothers survive her—John, of Winter
Harbor, Byron and Flora Coombs, of this
village. Mrs. Weaeott was a member of
about

charch.

terations upon the anion

mer

who

SALISBURY COVE.

instructor at the

the

Y.

21.

Joy

eight years.

Rev.

Mrs.

declining years. Later in life
became the wife of Mr. Weaeott,

; her

Miss Mabel Donnell, of Franklin, has
at the cottage of W. W.
Frazier.

employment

family, of Cleveland,
opened their new summer home at
Miss Nellie Walker, who is viaiting her ledge.
Peters point.
At the
several days recently
Dr. C. Eugene Riggs and family, of St. grandparents, spent
F. B. Richards and

have

S

a

the

Greer

Barbour, of Fox croft, ia
days with her grand-

son, died in infancy, and a daughter, now the wife of W. F. Davis, lived
with her mother and has been the staff of

elder,

chester.

few

a

the

oently.

by-tbe-3ea

P.

Wednesday night.

theatre last

COUNTY NEWS.

“hocked

i of

dance at ; the home passage from the Grand Hanks,
Two children Messed this union. The

Rt. Kev. David Greer, bishop of New
York, waA the preacher at St. Mary's

ability.

Miss Bertha
and

Neb.,

The

nounced the series of concerts to be

will

a

Kelley's orchestra, of Bar Harbor,
playing for the Monday night dances

Ch’B’KS.

21.

for

F. Crawfdot and family, of Omaha,
are at their summer cottage at Asti-

1

|

played

orchestra

I the Pastime

BAB HARBOR.

stay.
Binder

Kelley's

East

children,

ball game.

Eben Sumner

is

the

—

was

Spiller, of

and Mrs. Kenniaton and

of Dorchester, Mass.,
Smith’s for the summer.

Image, irrefragable insignia.
Emblem of extreme ex pert ness.
Laughing, laud the ligntsome loser!

Harry

and wife.

Springer

Iroquoian Skaronyahti.
(In the language Onondagan:

1

|

Eddie Caler is at the home of his mother.
!
Mrs. W. E. Clark, for a month’s vacation.

Norman Smith returned home from
Boston Saturday, after seven weeks with
her daughter there.

SKABOXYABTl’S BATTLE CALL.
Oyex* Hear ye! ! Likewise listen! I !
Hear the chant of War-chief Krehbiel,

Saturday's

Eugene Butler has returned to lightship
73, after two weeks’ vacation here.

Mrs.

an

i

L.

of her parents.

home

here.

acrostic:

Holden 16, BluehUl 14,

is quite ill at the

Miss Stella Grindali

Coleman Butler, wife and daughter, of
are
visiting relatives

verse

the close

his sister here.

Pawtucket, R. I.,

of the “Hiawatha’’

parody

alliteration

metre,

WEST FRANKLIN.
f
Pearl Day, of Calais, has been visiting

TOURNAMENT.

WH18T

Tbs annual bridge whist tournament of
the cottagers*at Parker Point began at
Oaklodge, the summer home of Judge Bose,
of Baltimore, on the 22d. The players are
Judge Rose, Mrs. Rose, Miss Rose, Mr.
and Mrs. Cochran, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Nevin, Mr. and Mrs. Richards, Mr., Mrs.
and Miss Krehbiel, Mrs. Quay, Mrs.
Carpenter, Mr. Kneisel (winner of the

I

to learn of the sadden death
of
widow
Charlotte
Hancock,
| George Weaeott. On retiring Friday
NORTHEAST HARBOR,
! night abe seemed in her usual health, and
Mrs. Judith Kittredge, of West Eden. ! fiesned away in her sleep. In youth she
w as married to Zenas
Joy, who was lost on
visiting relatives here.
I

COUNTY NEWS.

Springer; K. of R. and S., James S. Scott
1. G., Henry Lawrie; O. G., Peter Milne.
Dreiao.
July 21.

—

Saturday morning

the

community

was

King of All Laxatives.
For constipation, headaches, indigestion
and dyspepsia, use Dr. King’s New Life
Paul Mathulka, of
Pills.
Buffalo, N, Y.
says they are the “King of all laxatives
They are a blessing to aU my family, end ]
always keep a box a! borne.” Get a box and
Price 36c.
Recommended by all
get well.
druggists.
The

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Among

tboae who

Capt.
0

successfully passed
before the State

Sherman, of North Brookparty of friends, was here last
Owing to bad weather they were
Charles

lyn, with
week.

the recent examination

Kid Your Children of Worm*.
You can change fretful, ill-tempered children into heaihty. happy youngster*, by ridding them of worm*. Tossing, rolling, grinding of teeth, crying out while asleep, accomWEST GOULD8BOKO.
palned with intense thirst, pains in the
stomach and bowels, feverishnes and bad
Rev. E. P. Daniels will preach in the breath, are symptoms that indicate worns.
Kick a poo Worm Killer, a pleasant
union church next Sunday morning.
j lozenge,
candy
expels the worms, regulates the
bowels, restores your children to health and
Mrs.
J. A. Urlsbin, of Elgin. 111..
! happiness.
I'Mithtlj race Spots
says. “I have used Kicks poo Worm Killer
Are cured by Dr. Hobson's Eczems Ointment,
for years, and entirely rid my children of
which heals all akin eruptions. No matter worms. I would
not be without it." Guarhow long you have been troubled by itching, anteed. All
druggists, or by mail. Price 26c.
burning, or scaly skin humors. Just put a Kickapoo Indian Medicine
Co., Philadelphia
little of that soothing antiseptic, Dr. Hob- and St. Louis.
son's Eczema Ointment, on the Mires and the

board of dental
was

examiners at

Philip F. M. Gilley,

suffering

of this

stops instantly.

Augusta,
place.

Healing begins

that very minute.
Doctors use it In their
it. Mr. Alleman of
practice and recommend
Littletown, Pa., says: "Had eczems on forehead; Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment cured
It in two weeks.” Guaranteed to relieve or
money refunded. All druggists, or by mail.
Price 80c. Pfeiffer Chemical Co.. Philadelphia
and St. Loais.

Invalid*

and

children

CASTOR
IA
Per
Children.
Intents and

TMKM YwHifi

abonld be

given Magee’* Emulsion to atrengthen
he body. Never (ails.
AU druggist*

HAYNES * CO.
C. W. GHINDAL.

WHITCOMB,

a

*Sn

AhnpBucht

RHEUMA
FOR ALL FORMS OF

RHEUMATISM
RHEUMA, the

Don't be skeptical about
modern enemy of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralgia, or Kidney Disease. After taking a few
doses you will know that the poisonous
llric Acid is leaving the system.
'For six years I was practicaliy a cripple
on crutches from Rheumatism. One bottle of Rheuma cured me."—J. K. Green*
burg, 3839 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, UL

RHEUMA—guaranteed—50c. a bottle.
O- A. PAKCHEK.

_

Ayer’s

vigor

Glad to know you have used 8. Tell
your Meads how It stopped your falling
hah and greatly promoted its growth.
Aeh Vom Doctor.

I

THE

|I DUELISTS
|

How

They
For

Were

I

|

+

♦

MITCHEL

|

'■Please, your eminence, a woman
for masquerading In
has been arrested
She desires to be
man's apparel.
brought before your eminence."
•Why should I be troubled by a matthe watch':" asked
ter that pertains to
from his pathe cardinal, looking tip
pers.
-The

young lady says, your eminence. that she has Information to give
which you would value."
of what nature’:"
She will givo yon the
••Dueling.
names of two officers of the army who
■

tight today."
The cardinal's manner changed

tre to

at

"Another of these affairs, eh.
despite my orders but Jnst published!
If l don't put a atop to thla practice I
shall In time loae every officer In the
I will stop It If I have to
service.
Admit the
bang the whole army.
once.

girl.”

Sbe came In. blushing for her aptall for a woman and well formed. ^he stood before the cardinal with
bent bead.
"Why are yon so attired?" he asked
“Because 1 Intended to take the place
of a man In a duel today.”
"You fight a dnel!” snarled hla emi"Shall i have to bring the wonence.
men of the kingdom to the block as
well as the men?”
One of
•Hear me, your eminence.
the best swordsmen In France Is to
meet on the field of honor one of the
I learned of the meeting In
worst.
Umc. sent for the latter and succeeded
In locking him In a room from which
I Intended to fight
be cannot i^cape.
In his steRd.”

parel.

•Their name*.

T will die. your eminence, rather
than reveal them without your promise
that their live* shall l*» spared."
The cardinal hesitated for a moment,
then gave the required promise.
••Captain de la Tour, the famous
twordsman. and Lieutenant Durant.’*
Mid the girl.
On the cold visage of the cardinal
appeared a trace of admiration for this
woman who was going to meet death
in place of another
"You are Mile. Heroercier. I believe,
on** of the queen's
maid- of honor.
This nefarious dueling peat that Is killing off every veer hundreds of the
king’s l*e*t officers seems to be more in
vogue among persons of quality than
the IniTt-r orders.
1 wish you were a
man
I w»nild behead De la Tour and
Why were
give you hi- commission.
Jon about to give your life for that of
Lieutenant Durant?"
T’.*~ mis* I would rather die than
low* him."
The cardinal paused a moment In
thought. "Singular." he said, half to
felmwif and half to the girl, "this thing
called love! 1 can conceive of all other
pM-lon*. but not this one. and a love
that will sacrifice a life for the object
loved is to me as great a mystery aa
Mb* It-elf." Then, looking up. he ask«<1. "Where Is this duel to take place?"
“in a wood on the outskirts of the
dty. on the bank of the Seine."
“When?"
uoon

“It Is now near noon."
“I ts. your eminence. I was going to
the ground when a gendarme of keener ere than others
suspected my aex
and arrested me."
“I presume Captain de la Tour la
now waiting for his victim."
“Doubtless he Is. and wondering why

he‘does

not

Something

appear."

running with elecrapidity through the cardinal's
hraln. Whatever It was. It came to a
head at once. Summoning an nttend*at. he directed him to proceed to the
dueling ground and bring Captain de
to Tour to the
palace. Then, turning
Mile. Remercler, he asked If she
had the key to the room where her
lover was confined. She gave It to him.
*ud he sent another attendant for Durant. Then be sent the girl to another
•Par'ment to await the coming of the
•ould be duellBta.
The messenger who went for De la
Tour found him pacing back and forth
Impatiently waiting for bis enemy, his
was

tric

•oeonds standing together chatting tc
Wm the time. When the
captain saw
* man
coming wearing the cardinal's
“*er.v he turned pale.
Mon Dieu!" be exclaimed.
"The
“rdlnal baa got wind of the affair. I

>m tost!”
Ills eminence deslrea your presence
*1 the
palace.” said the messenger.
De la Tour bade his comrades good“!■ he and
they believing that they
*°uld never meet again. Only a few
dsys before two men bad been behead*d for a like
affair, and with every
“8e the cardinal bad
grown more dewrmined Having pressed the band of
“oh of them, he set out for the Palais
“‘obelleo. afterward railed the Palais
ovale and today occupied by ahops.

Meanwhile Lieutenant
Poisoner, bewailing his

Durant waa a
Proud
fate.
*°d sensitive,
bis mind dwelt on the
'outsmpt with which his brother offlwou*<* rep*lre him when he met
em again for
not keeping an engage®ont to fight.
He heard the clock*
Hbout strike 11.
For an boar he

tlT*

lease and that he would not be too lute
to keep his appointment. The door was
unlocked, and he was about, to push
Put into the corridor when he was
■topped by a man. who said:
"The cardinal desires your presence
U the iwlai-e."

i

Cardinal Richelieu was sitting at Ida
In Paris attending
dck In hla palace
when an attendant
t« official business
entered and said:

*»

Presently, henring a step in the hall,
he listened Intently, hoping for a re-

Punished t

Fighting

By F. A.

.'hared. and when they clanged me
Sour of noon be groaned.
He knew
betrothed had locked him in, but
lid not know that she had Intended to
fight in his place. Had he even supposed thla he would have well nigh gone
uiad.

COUNTY
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NEWSj

SEDGWICK.

Mary Turner is visiting her sister,
Mrs. George Cooper.
H. E. West and wife, of Boston, are

;

guests at the Green cottage.
I)r. Davies, of Philadelphia, occupied j
the pulpit at the Baptist church Sunday

WEAKNESS
but is promptly relieved
by tbe medical nourishment in
Scott’s Emulsion which
is not a nerve-quieter, bat nature’s
greatest nerve-builder, without
alcohol or opiate.
i

morning.

j

worth,

tives here

Sunday.

Miss Myra and Hoy 8. Dority are spend
ing their vacations with their parents, A
H. Dority and wife.

Durant quailed. He could face death
like n gentleman and a soldier, but to
Miss Laura Means, of Dorchester, Mass.,
be executed In cold blood was not to
his liking, nnd he did hot doubt that is spending some weeks with her parents, j
W. N. Means and wife.
ho would suffer the execution of a
felon. As he accompanied the messenJ. Luray Butler, the actor, is spending a
few weeks with bis mother at their
ger to the palace he woudered if the
girl he loved could have given away cottage, “The Collamore.”
the secret of ihe meeting. No; she had
Dr. A. C. Carter, who is practicing denlocked him op to prevent his being
tistry in Holyoke, Mass., ia home fora visit
killed by De la Tonr. She surely would to his
mother, Mrs. Mary Carter.
not turn him over to another fate far
I. S. Caadage has lately christened his j
more terrible.
lie was wondering how
homo “Cavendish House'1, and a fine sign
the secret could have got out and
in black and gold adorns the front.
whether there was any hope for him
Mrs. Sarah Gower, who resided in this
when he and the messenger entered
the palace.
He was taken to a cham- village many years ago, is expected to visit
ber. where he was placed In charge of here soon, the guest of Mrs. 8. H. Cole.
Herbert A. Heed and family, who have j
a guard and notice of his arrival sent
been the guests of Floyd B. Hamilton and !
to the cardinal.
Presently an attendant cnine for him wife, have returned to Livermore Falls.
nnd It'd him to another apartment, and
W. 8.
Bartlett, of Brookline, Mass.,
ns he entered by one door be saw De
arrived Saturday, accompanied by his
ushered
la Tour
in by another. The mother and Miss Gerry. He returns
to-day.
cardinal sat In nn armchair at one side,
Among the late arrivals at “River View”
and near him stood Mile. Retnereler In are
Harry E. Adams and wife, flaverhill,
man s apparel.
The two duelists adMass.; D. H. Church and Mrs. C. L.
vanced and bowed to the cardinal. But
Church, Boston; A. F. Christy and wife,
what was most astonishing were a
Dorchester, Mass.; William A. Raboul and
headsman's block and ax at one end of Mrs. F. T.
Raboul, New Orleans, La.; L.
the room. There wag no executioner Y.
Gannon, H. W. Wilbur and F. W.
present, buf the culprits expected to
Taylor, Portland.
sett him enter at any momeut.
8.
July 21.
"(Jentleraen." aald the minister, "you
; are doubtless a\vnre of the recent edict
8WAN’S ISLAND.
against dueling, and. having conspir'd
Miss Evelyn Bridges is ill.
to disobey It your lives are forfeited."
Miss Gladys Stinson is borne for the
Both men bowed low.
"i have decided, however, to permit summer.
Mrs. M. A. Norwood is spending a few
this meeting nnd to witness It myself,
weeks at the lighthouse.
There Is nn unfairness about these
j
Fred Forest, of Boston,
is at Mrs.
! duels which in this one 1 hope to couu- Alvah Barbour's for a week.
t heater Stewart has opened a barberj teraot. You. Captain de la Tour, are
accounted the best swordsman In shop in H. W. Joyce's factory.
I-'rance.
You. I.lentenant Durant. 1
8.
July 19.
| learn, are one of Ihe poorest. To enable
SULLIVAN
;HARBOfL
you to tight equitably I have decided
Kev. H. H. Saunderson, of Cambridge,
• hat you shall continue the contest till
Mass., will preacb in the union church
He who remains Sunday afternoon.
one kills ihe other.
1
alive will be dispatched by the heads-

Scott 8l Bo woe,

nut. your eminence.

|
i

I
|
!

!
j

i

j

j

iltgai

mnn

inteqMisea

disobeying
i
■

j
!

i

i

j

ped forward

and embraced

Bankrupt’*

FOR THE HAIR

less—thin—stringy—or falling out—use
Parisian Sage—now—at once.
It stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair
of dust and excessive oils, removes dandruff with one application, and makes the
hair doubly beautiful
soft
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
flufiy—
Alice L. Gray, of Bradley,
abundant. Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
\ITHKREAS,
Penobscot
Maine, by ber mort▼ V
It will not only save your hair and make gage deed dated county.31,19C9,
and recorded
August
it grow, but give it the beauty you desire. in the Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 465, page 46, conveyed to me. the under<i. A. PAKCHk.it.
signed. a certain lot or parcel of land, with
—

In the matter of
Hbkbkbt K. Tracy,

)
>

)

Bankrupt,

of

to

Banking.

subscriber hereby gives notice th>»t
has been duly appointed admiuistrator of the estate of
GEORGE W. MARDEN, late of ELLS-

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

yon to Mile. Remercjer."
The lady seized the minister’s hand
and kissed It rapturously, while the
two men. kneeling before him. begged
that he would add his blessing to their
pardon. He gave It. and De la Tonr
Durant and Mile.
departed alone.
Remerder were driven away In the
cardinal’s carriage.
The practice that Richelieu strove so
hard to eradicate still exists In France
to a greater extent than In any other
While the Anglo-Saxon has
country.
abandoned it. the Latin and Teutonic
Rut nowhere is It
races still retain It.
France when
so deadly as It whs In
Cardinal Richelieu tried to break It
Today there are several hundred
up
but
duels fought annually In France,
the obrarely does one result fatally,
ject of each of the combatants being
at the letting
to “pink” the other, and
affair la
of a few drops of blood the
usually called off.

WORTH,

earn II

in

A
Is

NEW SERIES

open. Shares, 81 eaeh: monthly pay
metUs, 81 per share.

now

PAY

WHY

RENT"

when you can borrow «.n your
shares, give a flrst mortgage aud
reduce it everv month? Monthl)
payments ana Interest togethei
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and In about ten years you
will

YOUR OWN

OWN

HOME.

particulars Inquire

TAftEY. Sec'y
Tapley Bin*

President.

Uailraabs anil Steamboats.

Eastern Steamship

Corporation.

tate

of

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix with will annexed of the estate of
WILLIAM H. MOORAGE, late of CASTINE
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to preseui the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto arp
requested to make payment immediately.
Lilli a A. Crosgrovb.
Castine. July 2, 1913.

THE

subscriber
fpHE
JL she has been

hereDy gives notice that
duly appointed admims
tratix of the estate of
JOHN F. ROYAL, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Mattie E. Royal.
Ellsworth, July 2, 1913.
subscriber

Summer Schedule.
Boston, $4.75, one
way; $8.50 Round Trip. Bluehill
and Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip. Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Rouud

Bankrupt.

places

Boston

Leaves

as

5pm

dally

for Rock
leaving Rock-

land, connecting with steamer
land ft.15 a m, dally tor Bar Harbor, Bluehill,
Sedgwick and intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, vgeni, Bar Harbor.
A. M. HkKKiCK. Agent, Bluehill.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Schedule iu Effect June 23, 1013.

notice that
adminis-

estate

AUGUSTA

Harbor amt

Bar

as the law
demands

nereoy gives
have been duly appointed
THEthey
of the
of

Order of Notice Thereon.
Trip.
\
District of Maims ss.
On this 19th day ef July a. d. 1913, on readSteamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
ing *he foregoing petition, it is—
daily at 2 p m for Seal Harbor. NorthOrdered by the court, that a hearing be had east Harbor. Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton,
upon the same on the 29th day of Augnst a. d. North Haven and Rockland.
1913, before said court at Portland, in said disSteamer Booth bay leave*- Bluehill dally at 1 p
trict, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that m for South Bluehill, Brook 11 n, Deer Isle,
notice thereof be published in The Ellsworth Sargentvllle, Dark Harl>or and Rockland.
American, a newspaper printed in said disSteamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 3pm
trict. and that ail known creditors, and other dally for Herrick’s Landing, South Brook*
persons in Interest, may appear at the said vllle. 1*ggemoggin, Dlrlgo and Rockland.
time and place, and show cause, if any they
Connection la made at Rockland with steamer
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should for Boston.
not oe granted.
RETURNING
Aud It is further ordered by the court, that
Turbine Steel SteaniMhlp* Belfast and
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this
Camden.
of
order, addressed to them at their
stated.
residence
Witness the HonorableClarence Hale, Judge
of the said court, and the seal thereof, at
Portland, in said district, on the 19th day of
Julv a. d. 1913.
Jambs E. Hbwky, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.

sons

trators

bankruptcy.

of

Hancock, deceased, and
directs.
All perthe
eshaving
against
said deceased are
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Fred B. Marden.
Ellsworth Falls. July 2, 1913.
county

of

O. W

Bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of July, a. d. 1913.
Herbert E. Tkacy,

the

given bonds

Ellsworth Loan aod Building M

4. W. Kino

HERBERT

all buildings thereon, and bounded and de
scribed as follow. %to wit; Bounded on the
north by land formerlv of Charles E Fiske,
and later of Jnsper Frazier; east by land
formerly of A. F. and O. R. Burnham; south
by land formerly of Asa Smith and earlier of
Frederick Frazier; west by the proprietors
land, so-called, and known as the Thompson
farm and containing fifty-two acres, more or
less: and whereas the conditions of said mortgage are now broken, now. therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim
a foreclosure of
said mortgage, and give this
notice for that pnrpose.
8a"ah E. Carpenter,
by her attorney, Lt nwood F. Giles.
Ellsworth. Maine, July 8, 1913.

fpHK
he
J.

For

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United .States for the District of Maine.
E. TRACY, of Winter Harbor.
in the county of Hancock, anil State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that ou the 10th day of May, last
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts aud of the orders of conrt touching his

HARDEN, late of ELLS
WORTH.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present tht
same for settlement, and all indebted tttieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward H. Harden.
Leon D. Harden.
South Brewer, Me., July 2, 1913.
8.

fT^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duty appointed executrix
JL
of the last will and testament of
VANDALIA A. HOWARD, late of LAMOINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased.no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. AH
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Mintie O. Young.
mediately.
Lamoine, Jnly 2, 1913.
subscriber hereby gives noMce that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testment of
HERBERT A. 8HEDD, late of BUCK3-

THE

PORT,
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. AH
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Emma F. 3hkdd.
Bucksport, July 2, 1913.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and tesiamentof
SARAH R. SNOWMAN, late of BUCKS-

THE

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

eacn omer.

Meanwhile
>lHe. Reroercler had
thrown herself at the feet of the cardiHer back
nal to beg for their lives.
being turned to the combatants and
her head bowed, she did not see the
embrace. The cardinal raised her and
turned her toward them.
"Look!" he said. "The affair Is ended the way 1 would have all such affnlrs ended—In a reconciliation. Gentlemen. put away your swords. If you
supposed Richelieu to he so crafty as
thus to break his word to one whose
life Is demanded by the king’s welfare perhaps you are right, but you
he could act
wrong him If you think
each a part toward this noble girl.
You. Captain de la Tour, go to your
quarters and le assured that If you
offend again that masked person yonder will see'that yon do not offend a
third time. Lieutenant Durant. I give

who

care

next
during
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummby.
house.

Discharge.

In

—

Pauper Notice.
Ellscontracted with the City
for those
worth
HAVING
support and
five
the
need assistance

'.X antes.

Petition Tor

13-25

If your hair is too dry—brittle—color-

me

Informant, deathly pale, “you promised
me that their lives should he spared."
"And my promise Is not broken by
this disposition.
But for yon both of
them would be ordered to execution at
once.
I cannot conceive a more noble
part than that you have acted. Since
In this realm a practice exists by which
an expert swordsman may kill one who
Is
practically defenseless you were
about to suffer death to save the unskilled combatant.
Failing In this,
knowing that I alone bnd power to
prevent this Injustice, you Informed
roe of It hut not till yon had received
my promise that the combatants should
not be punished by death. It Is not my
Intention to punish either of them for
the edict, but to render the
affair la-tween them perfectly equitable. Gentlemen, there is ample room
for you on the floor of this apartment,
Take your positions and an attendant
will band you your weapons."
As the cardinal s|s>ke the last words
the men were given rapiers, and at the
same time a tloor opened, and a masktsl
man In tight fitting garments entered,
went to the block, took tip the ax and
The duelists,
stood ready for duty.
who understood that this was a mere
subterfuge of the crafty cardinal to
kts-p his promise to Mile. Bemercler In
the letter and break It In the spirit
and that one was to execute the other
and the headsman the victor, stood
facing each other, awaiting a signal to
They had been
t>egln the combat.
friends, and their quarrel had been la
Neither bad the faintest
their cups.
Realizing
remembrance of Its cause.
that they were about to die. they step-

Bloomfield, IT. J.

PARISIAN SAGE

|
j

ILrgal ITotirrs.
To all persons Interested in either of-the estates hereinafter named.
%
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in'and
tor the county of Hancock, on the first
a.
of
d.
1913.
day
July,
following matters having been pre^|1HE
X sen ted for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, It is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fifth day of
August, a. d. 1913, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

WHEREAS,

Miss

John H. ancf Charles H. Leland, of Ellswith their wives, called on rela-

Hfgal ^ottccse
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Fred L. Kenney and Cora B.
Keuney, both of Verona, county of
Hancoek, State of Maine, by their deed of
mortgage dated January 81, a.'d. 1912, and re
corded in Hancock cbunty registry of deeds
in book 487, page 84, conveyed to Cornelius
O'Leary, of Bangor, county of Penobscot,
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings standing thereon situate
In said Verona, on the westerly side of the
main road and houuded as follows, to wit:
Southerly and westerly by land of heirs
of Thomas Mooney (formerly land of William Butler). uor*herly,bv land of Fred Bassett (formerly of J. ana N. Bassett), east
erly by the main road leading front the
bridge; said lot being ten (10) rods square,
aud containing one hundred (100) square
rods. Being the same premises mentioned
in the mortgage deed of Fred L Kenney, et
al. to the Bucksport Loan and Building association, dated March 8. 1910, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
is hereby
468. page 67, to which reference
made for a more particular description of
herein granted premises, and whereas said
Cornelius O'l^eary, by deed of assignment
dated April 21, a. d. 1913, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol.
497, page 440, assigned, transferred, and conveyed unto Bernice E. Danforth. of Haverhill, Massachusetts, the said mortgage deed,
the note thereby secured, together with all
the interest he had in the premises by virtue
of said mortgage; now therefore the condition of said mortgage is brokeu, I claim to
foreclose the same and give this notice for
that purpose,
Bernice E. Danforth,
bv T. H Smith, her atty.
Bucksport. Maine, July 7,1913.
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PORT.
Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

cause

Arthur W. Greely. late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by A’ice E Greely
and Nancy M Dutton, the executrices therein
named.
James 8- Douglass, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purport’iig to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Oscar L. Tapley,
the executor therein named.
Charles A. Luce, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and t« stament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Roy U. Homer, the
executor therein named.
M argaret A. Pierce, late of Lsmoine. in said
county, deceased. A certain inst rumejlt purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with peti ion for probate thereof, presented by George E. Pierce,
the executor therein named.
Charles W. Hmallidge, late of Castine, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Hilliard
O. Smallidge or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Grace E. Smallidge,
heir and widow of said deceased.
Prince K. Lufkin, late of Brooklin. in said
county, deceased. First account of Edith B.
Hubbard, executrix, filed for settlement.
John B. Wood, late of Gouldsboro, in said
county, deceased. Final account of James
A. Hill, executor, filed for settlement.
Moses E. Friend, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Elizabeth P. Friend, executrix, filed for settlement.

Henry J. Milliken, late of 8urrv, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Almira A. Milliken. executrix, filed for settlement.

Herbert A. Clement, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased.
First account of
Addie L. Clement Gault, administratrix, filed
for settlement.
Lucy D. Farnham, late of Penobscot, in said
Second account of Lizzie
county, deceased.
E Clement, executrix, filed for settlement.
Lewis A. Sumner, late of Amherst, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
George B. Sumner, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Stephen P. Bunker, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Alton Bunker, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Bavard E.
Young,

said county.

deceased are desired
same for settlement, and all
are requested to make

to present the
indebted thereto

immediately.
payment
Walter Snowman.

Bucksport, July 2, 1918.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix of
the last will and testament of
SARAH F. HOPKINS, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Mary F. Hopkins.
Ellsworth, July 2, 1918.

THF.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix with the will annexed of the estate of
PHILENA A. MOORAGE, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same foi
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Lillib A. Crosgrove.
Castine, July 2. 1918.

THE

fiven

subscriber nereny gives notice that
he baa been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SALOME P. PETTENGILL, late of HAN-

THE

COCK,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv.
Ozias B. Pkttenuill.
Hancock, July 8, 1918.
subscriber
been

he has
THE
istrator of

thq

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed admin-

estate

of

JOSEPHINE! H.

HAYFORD, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
the law directs.
given
aving demands against the

as
All persons
estate of said dedesired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Widbbr T. Hill.
Bucksport, July 1,1913.
ceased

are

minor of Bluehil!, in
account of Calvin C.

license to sell certain real estate of said
deceased, as described in said petition.
and
Thomas
Henry caldwell Averill
Alpheus Ave ill, minors of Eden, in said
Petition filed by Mary E. Averill,
county.
next friend of said minors, that she or some
other suitable person may be authorized to
sell certain rea estate of said minors as described in said petition.
Maurice K. Clement, a minor of Lamoine, in
said county.
Petition filed by Addie L.
Clement Gault, guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate ot said minor, as described
in said petition.
John B. Snowman, late of Penobscot, in sa'd
county, deceased. Petition filed by Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, that an order be
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount remaining in the bands
of said administrator, upon the settlement of
hisfi'st account.
Ann D. Torrey, late of Boston, MassachuPetition filed by John T.
setts, deceased.
Lin zee and William B. Hevere. executors of
the last will and testament o! said deceased,
that the amount of inheritance tax upon said
estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Charles S. Spurling. late of
Cranberry
Isles, in said county, deceased. Petition filed
by Edna M. Spurling, administratrix, that an
order be issued to distribute aruoug the heirs
of said deceased, the amount remaining in
the hands of said administratrix, upon the
settlement of her first account.
Charles Leighton, late of Gouldsboro, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that W. F.
Bruce or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by t e overseers of the poor
of said Gouldsboro, creditor of said deceased.
Moses Giles, late of Aurora, in said county,
deceased. First and final account of Linwood
F. Giles, administrator, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Ccfurt.
A true copy of the original Oder.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.

STATE OF MAINE
Hancock sa.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day
of July, in the year of
our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
thirteen.
4
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will aud testament of
JOHN INNIS KANE, late of the city, county
and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been piesenced to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the fifth day of August,
a.
d.
1913, that they
may appear at a
court, then to beheld at Ellsworth
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and thow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. MahonTjy, Register.

in the county of
said

a

Second

Young, guardian, filed for settlement.
Harvey J. Cunningham, late of Biuehill, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Harlan D. Cunningham, administrator, for

STATE

OF

MAINE.

Hancock

ss.—At a probate court held at
lsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day of July, in the
of
>ear
E

ol r Lord one
ti irteen.

thousand

nine

hundred and

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
JOHN D. NEWMAN, late of the city, county
and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to tbe judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the parpose of
being allowed, filed and and recorded in the
probate court of our s iid county of H&ucock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interes ed therein, by publish.ng
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
priuted at Ellsworth, in saia county of Hancock, prior to the fifth day of August, a. d.
1913, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

A

subscriber Hattie E. Sherman,

hereby
notice that she has been duly apTHEgives
executrix of the last will and
pointed

testa-

ment of
ALTHEA ATWOOD, late Of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
And I, Hattie
E. Sherman, the executrix
above named underand in compliance with
tbe provisions of sec. 43, of chapter 66, of the
revised statutes of Maine, have appointed
Theodore H. Smith, of said Bucksport, my
attorney in the State of Maine. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Hattik E. Shekman.
Bucksport, July 9, 1918.

subscilber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
GALEN H. SMITH, late of GOULDSBORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
A11 pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCynthia V. Smith.
mediately.
West Gouldsboro, July 10,1918.

THE

|

LOST IN A
FOG
B. THOMAS R. DEAN

It

was

summer,

and I

was

on

the

Desirous of getting away
Seashore.
from every one, I started out for a
walk on the beach. I had gone several miles perhaps (1 could have walked
on the same stretch of sand for half
a day without meeting au obstacle)
when 1 saw a bank of cloud coming In
In a few minutes 1
from the ocean.
The wind that
was enveloped In It.
bad brought It In died down to a dead
calm, and everything was still.
I thought I bad my bearings and.
turning, started back toward my hoBut 1 was off my course, for I
tel.
had not gone far before 1 stepped on
the verge of a shallow indentation In
the sand filled with water left by the
outgoing tide. It was evident that I
I
had been walking Into the ocean.
turned and started again, as 1 supposed. toward the dunes, but 1 must have
swerved, for 1 walked on nud on for
Then I stood stlll.
some time on sand.
It was a singular sensation, standing
there, all direction obliterated—something like being In perfect darkness or
No,
on the ocean out of sight of land.
It was like neither of these: It was like
Itself only. But 1 wondered If being
suspended In space would resemble
the sensation I experienced. Then suddenly a voice came out of the surrounding vapor. It was a girl’s voice,
sounding as clear and distinct as If
spoken in the stagnant atmosphere fob

lowing

a snowstorm.

I was so startled at the sudden break
of the surrounding oblivion that It did
not occur to me to make a sound myThere was something In the
self.
change from Isolation to contiguity
that seemed like passing from nothingness to life.
Then, too, the density of
the atmosphere Imparted a melodious
tone to the voice that harmonised with
1 had plena chord In my own being.
ty of time within a few seconds to feel
all these things before I said:
“And here am I.”
Bound does not of Itself give direction. and I knew not whence the
words I had heard came. But In another moment the fog directly before
me darkened, then resolved Itself Into
a girl’s figure.
Seeing me, a stranger
to her, she stepped back, then stood
still.
“Are you lost?" 1 asked.
“A
“Indeed I am." was the reply.
girl friend and I were caught In the
She stepped out ahead of me
fog.
I called
and we became separated.
her.”
_,."4 would be happy to guide yon.” I
said, "but I am unable to guide myself. However, you bad better permit
me to stand by you till the fog lifts."
“I’m afraid my friend may have
walked Into some quicksand or water
or something.
She was with me a
few minutes ago and has suddenly

disappeared.”
“Call her." I suggested.
^"Helen, Helen!" called my companion.
She elicited no response.
"We may aa well go on." I said;
“doubtless we shall come out somewhere. Don’t worry about your friend.
There are no quicksands on this beach.”
We moved—In what direction we
knew not—and chatted as we proceeded. There seemed a great change, a
great relief from the preceding Isolation to this companionship. I certainly felt It, and the girl kept very cloee
to me. as If fearing she might lose me
as she had lost her friend.
i'What Is that7" she asked suddenly.

"Whatr
She pointed, but I saw nothing. She
told me that she had seen something
dark moving beside us, but as soon as
she spoke It quickly faded.
We went on for some time, but all
was sand.
The beach was broad, very
broad, and the ebb tide went out a
great distance. I did not wonder that
Then I
we reached nothing different
saw a dark spot moving near us.
My
companion saw tt too, and. frightento
me.
ed, clung
I am not superstitious and had It not
been for my companion would have
sprung toward the spot to discover
whether It was human. But I found
that clinging of a fair girl so delightful that I preferred to remain as I
was.
1 reassured my companion In a
whisper, putting my 111* nearer than
necessary to her ear and feeling her
warm breath.
I kept my eyes on the
spot while she turned her face toward
1 was
me that she might not see It
puzzled as to what It could be, but 1
believed tt to be gome animal, though
I could hear no footsteps.
‘It must be a ghost!” I said In a
husky stage voice, whereupon my companion clung to me the tighter, which
was the effect I Intended to produce.
Suddenly the fog began to clear, and
with that rapidity with which foga
sometimes take themselves away, and
revealed the figure of a girl walking
rapidly away from us.
•‘Why. It’s Helen!” exclaimed my
companion. "I believe ahe has bean
near us all the while,”
“Helen!” she called.
The retreating girl stopped and turned. I could see that the surprise she
She Joined ns
showed was feigned.
with an amused smile on her face and
confessed that she had heard tha
words “Here I am.” but. thinking to
bother her friend, had remained silent
When she was about to reply she heard
my “And here am I.” She had kept silent to get a bit of fun out of it and
hod succeeded.
We three In time became fast friends.

j
!

List of REPUBLICAN Candidates to lx- voted for in the

The remains of Samuel Cola, who died
in Hampden, were brought ben for inter-

on

ment.
Chester Birnie, accompanied
by two
friends, is camping at F. L. Sylvesters

July

Penalty

• bore.

men

and daughter, Mrs. Conant,
of Rockland, are visiting Mr*. Wiliam
Powers.
Mrs. Wilson

Burreaa

ing for tbe
evening.
a

Scheme That Pailed.
Switzerland has always prided Itself
I an Its Independence, and in fiscal mat; tors this proud spirit, which will brook
no interference with the rights of the
Individual, even by the state in quest
of revenue, has sometimes been exhibited in curious ways, says the Pall
As the Inquisitorial
Mall Gazette
methods of income tax collectors are
abhorrent to the freedom loving Swiss,
boxes were once set up in several cantons to receive the voluntary contribnIt was hoped
tlona of loyal citizens.
that tills method of relying on the public spirit of the people would prove
successful in raising money for public
ends; but, alas for human nature. In
the course of time the collectors on
opening the boxes found nothing battrousers buttons. So the voluntary system, after fair trial, had to be reluctantly abandoned in favor of a declaration of capital and Income which
U liable to official investigation.
A Tax

held

Third

Congressional District

28. 1913.
for

ballot,

wilfully defacing, tearing down,

five to

or

destroying a

list of candidates

-|H-ei-

one nr mired dollars.

J. E. ALEX ANDER,

Secretary of State.

a

MAKE A CROSS X IN THE

William Ooolen, wbo baa been borne for
few days, returned to North Haven

SQUARE

Saturday.
Mrs. Etta Lufkin, with daughter, of
Portland, is eisiting her mother, Mrs.

NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.

Zylpbia

BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS. IN BLANK SPACES AND

Cole.

Holden and Mrs. Ethel
fia-krll and son Arnold, of Quincy, Mass.,
are here for the remainder of the season.

YOU

WISH

VOTE

TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE

PERSON

Mrs. M.

or

special meetyoung people last Sunday

Henry

Rev.

—

TO

FOR.

FOLLOW

DIRECTIONS AS

A.

TO

THE

ADD NAMES
MARK

X

TO

DO NOT ERASE NAMES.

RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES.

Mrs. Annie Schroeder,of Fsneuil, Mass.,

by

accompanied

granddaughter

her

For

Frances, bas opeued “Tbe Thistle" for tbe
summer.
William Haynes came into the
Saturday in hia yacht Vagabond, i
He sailed Monday, taking George Coolen :

Ospt.

of his

as one

crew.

i

Prof. G. 8. C. Soutbwortb and wife, Dr.
John S. Harrison, wifs and two children
Ada and Thurston, of Gambier, U., are at
the Soutbwortb cottage.
Lightning Friday afternoon struck
Miss Clara Haynes, went
the house of
through two chambers,
knocking off
plastering. It also struck the flag*pole
and

splintered

it and struck

The ladies1 circle

Tuesday

of Mrs. Richard

Napoleon's Weapon Ruaty.
In recalling the sword which Napoleon presented to the Russian Gratal
Duke Constantine at Tllsltt on the occasion of the treaty between Napoleon
and Russia in 1807, a Paris newspai>er
asserts that, although Napoleon always carried two pistols In his saddle,
be very rarely used them, fils service
sword, as he called It was so rusted
In lta sheath that at the battle of
Arcls-snr-Aube In 1814 he bad to call
an ald-de-camp to help him draw It
It Is also said that the emperor,
whose figure in a long gray cloak and
“blcorne" Is everywhere familiar, had
made for himself a helmet and breastplate set with emeralds and diamonds.
But on first trying them on he found
that he looked too much like a Roman
warrior, and he discarded them. ThU
armor that Napoleon had on but once
Is today to
seen under glass In the

with

a

Mrs. Wollen

PRIMARY
List of DEMOCRATIC Candidates

Sadie.

on

A party came by automobile to Wesultu
camp Saturday.
Mrs. Williams and Mias Lucy Colburn

men

Dr. and Mrs. Edgerly, with their chilwere at T. H. Mclnincb’s Thursday.

Quite

was a

to one

Congressional

District

or

destroying

a

list of candidates

or

sjjoci-

hundred dollars.

TO

WISH

SQUARE

VOTE

FOR.

ALEXANDER, Secretary

RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES.

State.

or

TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE

DIRECTIONS

FOLLOW

PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES

BY WRITING OR

party improved the beautiful
evening of Wednesday by a moonlight
aakl on the lake, a call on Mrs. Patterson
at Wesuitu camp, a picnic lunch on shore,

AS

AND

TO

THE

ADD NAMES
MARK

X

TO

DO NOT ERASE NAMES.

a

For Representative to

making fire-works of the burning brands
as they threw them in the water.

July

Third

NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.

guest of
C. W. Emery from Tuesday until Thursday. Thia was Mr. Giles' first visit here
for thirteen years. HU old friends were
glad to see him.

In “Memories of the Sea" Admiral
Penrose Fitagerald says that one day.
after Lord Gilford had been retired
from the quarterdeck for a spell to a
position In the admiralty office, an old
friend and shipmate visited him there
and found him sitting at his desk, up
to hts eyes In papers, nursing his
wounded wrist, silent and morose,
pondering a question be did not seem
able to solve.
"That pile of papers you see there."
said he. “Is the result of three months'
heated controversy as to whether the
boys In the training ships are to he
supplied with pewter spoons or whether they are to dip up the new ration
of treacle with their bread and without
the use of spoons, and we have not settled it yet."

five

PERSON YOU

Thursday.

4

ballot,

wilfully defacing, tearing down,

MAKE A CROSS X IN THE

The meeting of the Neighborhood club
held with Mrs. Fred Colson next

will be

English Official Red Taps.

for

J. E.

dren,

Giles, of Ellsworth,

voted for in the

to t>c

July 28, 1913.

Penalty

Bangor Saturday.

Mrs. A. £. Mace was a guest of Mrs.
Garland a few days last week.
Hon. F. E. Mace, of Augusta, was a guest
of Ezra Williams and wife over Friday.

Jjj

JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth

State of Maine

GREAT POND.

army museum.

Vote for ONE

of Ellsworth

box of beautiful

21.

J. T.

Congress

en-

gifts which she had fashioned herself for
the annual fair, which is to be held in the
library rooms Aug. 13.

went to

to

afternoon at the home

Enowlton.

presented the circle

July

HAINES,

tree.

a

delightfully

was

Representative

ROY C.

harbor

tertained

20.

Congress

SAMUEL W. GOULD, of

E.

Vote For ONE

Skowhegan

SEAWALL.
the

I

visiting friends at

j

John Ward ia making

Evelyn

trip

a

in

W. R. PATTANGALL, of Waterville

G.

Mildred Parker ia
Bar Harbor.

Newman ia employed

Lula

at

W.

H. j

Ward’s, Maneet.
Gladys Newman bas returned
Waltham, Maas.

to

her

home in

Stonington last wr*k to work for
Granite Go.
H.
July 21.

from

tbe White

C. E. Metcalf and wife spent the week|
their cottage here.

_

end at

j

No Uso In Objecting.
The cynical person was standing In
front of a part of an exhibition of
local art talent labeled "Art Obdoes object
and 1 can't blame her, but there
doesn't seem to be any help for It”
he finally said.—Chicago Inter Ocean.
Art

Locks That Way.
"Many criminals are more desperate
after they have served a number of
In prison," remarked the new
member of the club.
“Yes; they must be possessed of a
courage born of convictions,’' agreed
the man who knows—Buffalo Express.

terms

Prstty Lazy.
"Nodles Is positively the laziest

PRIMARY

season.

Mathew Tsy and family are spending
their vacation at tbe old borne.
Lottie Lufkin, of Oceanville, and Evelyn
Eaton ere employed at “'The Firs”.

|

jects."
"Well, 1 suppose

gone to

Roberta have opened their cottage

The
for tbe

At any rale.
Trains sow seeds t<*i.
! :hat is the explanation offered by bota! lists for the way In which the middle
nest is growing plants that once boonged to the Atlantic const. Even tile
rarren eastern slojies of the Rockies
ire now growing trees that were never
The
I planted by the band of man.
I ‘rains have done the sowing.
Stray
Stories.

Tbs Split Farthing Club.
A club limited In membership to men
who agreed to stint themselves to the
utmost In order to Increase their possessions was the Split Farthing club
of Loudon. One member Is reported to
have bad his garments so darned that
there was not enough of the original
The memleft to show the texture.
bers presented so starved an appearance that It was said there was not an
ounce of fat among the lot

State of Maine

8UN3KT.
Greeley Small and wife have
Portland.

!

4

aot>fTti*munt0.

NEWS.

COUNTY

Ocean Ship* Sow Secda.
Paring the last few year* botanists
lave noticed that there has been a
treat leveling up of plants on the Innumerable Islands scattered over the
Pacific. The vegetation of two Islands
;,000 miles apart is as likely us not to
>e exactly the same, while formerly
here used to tie marked difference.
The reason is said to be the steamship.
The Paciflc is now covered with a netAt each port
work of steamer routes
he wind pours a One powder of almost
nvisible seeds over each ship and
plows ashore some of those she reeelvThus
kl at previous ports of calL
ihips are. without knowing it. altering
;he vegetation of the Pacific Islands.

man

I know. He has an Invention fixed so
that by merely pulling a wire In bed
be can light the fire, but that doesn't
seem to improve matters."
"Why not?”
“He's too lazy to pull the wire."
No Difference.

"Papa, what does being disappointed
In love mean?"
“Why. either marrying or being jilted
by the girl you are In love with."—
Houston Post
Fact,
"The one thing that we had better
put off until tomorrow we seldom do."
"What Is thatr
“Worry."—Boston Record.

Herbert Moore left Saturday
Winter Hill, Mass.

tor bis

home in

Cleveland party left
their home in Massachusetts.

Friday

The

Mias

Mary Donovan,

of

Boston,

ia

for

visit-

ing Everett Newman and wife.
Mrs. Vira Stanley, of Manset, spent
Wednesday with Mrs. K. E. Newman.
Albert King, who has been with his
Myron the past six months, ia

brother
home.

July 21.

T. E. D.
_

ATLANTIC.
Miaa Briggs, of Vermont, is Tiaiting Dr.
and Mrs. Gage.
The picnic supper given in Seaside half
Tuesday evening in honor of Dr. I. B.
Gage and family, was largely attended.
party given by Mra. 8. G.
was
evening
Saturday
Btockbridge
thoroughly enjoyed, in spite of the
Tbe

lawn

showers.

“Spec,”

gave moving-pictures at the town hall Friday and Satur-

day evenings.

from

Caatime

normal

apeak

of Miaa

Beasie

Kenneth Shaw, of Somerville,
Maas., is ill of tonailitis at the home of
Mrs. Judith Waite.
The children and teachers of the Methoschool

enjeyed

a

picnic

in the

the oak grove at Moses Littlefield’s shore
Tuesday afternoon. About fifty were
and all

present
Bernard

D.

enjoyed

a

Varnum

pleaaant
and family, of
t ime.

Togus, apent Sunday with A. E. Varnum
and wife.
Mr. Vernum has accepted a
position at See report with the Bangor A
Aroostook railroad, and left this morning to begin his new duties. Mrs. Varnum and daughter Myrle will remain ben
a few days longer.
WOODLOCKEJuly 21.
EAST BLCEHILL.
The White Granite Co. started up work

Friday.
Mrs. Harvey Long went to
Harbor last Wednesday.

Sullivan

Mrs. Nellie Ridlon and daughter Leila
home from Portland tor a few weeks.

are

Mrs. Gladys Halfkenney, of Boston, is
viaiting her mother, Mrs. Richard Grindle.
Miss Susie Long, who teaches in Wakefield, Mass., is spending her vacation with
her si ter, Mrs. Luther Bridges.
Miss Margaret Wardwell, who works
Portland, spent last week with
parents, W. M. Wardwell and wife.
in

tbe

graduates
did not

school,

Joyce,

one

of

our

popular young ladies, and one who
has the good wishes of all in tbe work
which she has chosen.
July

her

Luther Bridges, George Carter, Richard
Grindle end Leeter Grindle came home

Tost.

20.
_

TRENTON.

Master

Sunday

telling of

moat

PENOBSCOT.
Gordon A Florrette

dist

in

George Stafford, of Bar Harbor, spent the
week-end at the Stafford farm.
Miss Natalie Young returned Saturday
from Caetine, where she has been attending school.
Mra. Connie Woodworth and son Harold,
of Bar Harbor, spent Tuesday night and
Wednesday with her parents, Benjamin
Jordan and wife.

July

21.

__Mar.
BAYSIDE.

Mra. Emily L. Smith, of Ellsworth,
a guest last week at the Cushman cottage.
The Grlndala sue at their cottage. Mr.
Grindal goes to Ellsworth daily, either in
his auto or motor boat.

waa

E. E. Proctor, a business man of Wakefield, Maas., is occupying the Shute cottage at Pleasant beach. With him are bis

COUNTY NEWS.
NORTH CARTIN'E.
Fred Conner is baying for C. M. Leacb.
Miss Lila Ounbar is borne from a visit
»
In Castine.
Mrs. Lowrena Rice ha* gone to
Point tor an indefinite slay.

Monday for Bluehill,
day».
July 21.

where »he will

spend

several

j

U.

EAST LAMOINE.

Matter Henry Brown, of Bar Harbor, it
visiting hia aant, Mite Ague* Boynton.
George Dealalet, of New York, is visit*
Randy
ing hia parents, W. P. DasUle* and wife.

John P. Leach, of Camden, recently : Hon. George Thompson and family, of
mother, Mr*. Mary L. Leach.
Brewer, are occupying the Berry cottage.
Mrs. hatnuel L. Bates and children reMr.
Hawthorne and family, of Old
turned Raturday to (heir home in Port- Town, are
occupying W. P. Deeltlet’ log
visited hi*

land.

cabin.

Miss Annie B. Conner was the guest of
Mr*. Millard Clement at West Penobscot
last sresa.

has

Mr*. J. F. Blower*, of Bandy Point, who
guest of Mr*. L. W. Rice, ha*

ha* been the

returned borne.
Board man West left Thursday for Boston, after a visit with hia mother and
brother Edward.

Rosa Wardwell and children are
an extended visit to her
parents at Cape Rosier.
Mrs.

home from

Minnie Knapp, of Boston, is entera large number of guests at ber
cottage on the Shore road.
J»iy
L.
Mrs.

taining

Fred Brown, of Waltham. Mass., who
spent hia vacation with hia family
here, returned home Monday.
Barnard Teiman and wife, of New York,
guests of Mrs. Teiman‘a mother,
Mrs. B. Y. Dealalea, last week.

were

Mrs. W. C. Wallace, who underwect ■*>
operation at the Eastern Maine general
hospital last week, u» improving slowly.

Harry Coolidge makes regular trips to
Bar Harbor every Tuesday and .Saturday
afternoon with bis motor boat, taking
passengers and freight.
N.
July 22.

_

CASTINE.
E. H.
Boston.

Carpenter spent last week

in

,

Pauline Faye Devereox
days last week in Bangor.

spent several

Arthur Patterson spent several
week in Waterville on business.

days

last

Mrs. Whitney and daughter, of Winchester, Mass., are guests of Mrs. W. C.

WORRY WASTES
times
energy than work many
A disturbed mental condition
puts all the functions out of balance.
more
over.

Life’s processes then go on with the

greatest effort ami wear. To bring
quick relief, atop worrying if possible,
take a

dessertspoonful

of “L. F.' At-

wood's Medicine to act on the bowels.
This soon eases the feeling of presWUliam
F.
Jude
and
wife
folleft
In
their
wile and one son.
sure, and a condition of comfort
car on Monday tor Ellsworth, where
they lows.
will spend several weeks at their camp.
Here’s what a sufferer says
EAST SURRY.
“I have used your "L. F. Atwood 9
Mrs. Q. W. Patterson will give a talk at
Miaa Ivy B. Clark, of San Francisco, has
Medicine and tind it good for Headher home on Main street
Thursday after- ache,
been visiting Curtis Clark and wife.
derangement of the Stomach and
noon, at 3 o'clock, on "Jerusalem."
All
Liver, and Constipation. It helps
Thomas Dodge and wife and Mr. and are
invited.
tne
cordially
my appetite and relieves gas in
Mra. Miller, of Bangor, are at tbe home of
The seeaion of the summer school closed stomach.'*
Mra. Eva Treworgy for an extended visit.
Mrs. Florence N. Bobbins.
last week, after a successful term. Tbi*
C.
July 22.
Augusta, Me.
was the
largest school ever held here,
If
have never used “L. F. Atyou
“How’s your husband this morning, there being about eighty in attendance.
wood’* Medicine, write to-day for a
Mra. Finegan?"
“Oh, he’s poorly, yer
Mr*. E. M. Carter, of Brockton, who has free
sample.
pverence! It's a mighty expensive disease
he’s got.
Tbe doctor says I’ve to kape speot the past two weeks in Castine, the
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland.
of
ber
him in good spirits.”
Mrs.
guest
M. A. Collins, left Me.
sister,
_______

Brown.

